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Résumé 

Les échanges de matériel génétique sont considérés comme étant nécessaires à la survie de toute lignée 

d'êtres vivants; chez les animaux, ces échanges ont lieu par reproduction sexuée. Cependant, quelques 
lignées d'animaux font exception et se reproduisent de manière asexuée. La plus ancienne d 'entre elles 

est celle des rotifères bdelloïdes, une classe d' invertébrés microscopiques qui existe depuis plus de 
40Ma. Malgré cela, de récentes observations montrent que des échanges sont quand même présents chez 
ces organismes. Certains chercheurs soutiennent la thèse d' une reproduction sexuée atypique, d' autres 
favorisent l' existence de transferts horizontaux de gènes entre rotifères bdelloïdes. 

Ce mémoire a eu pour but de détecter des signatures d' échange de gènes entre rotifères bdelloïdes, aussi 
bien au sein d'une espèce qu 'entre individus d'espèces proches ou éloignées, dans l'optique de 

confirmer le ou les mécanisme(s) impliqué(s). Pour ce faire, nous avons génotypé à l ' aide de plusieurs 

marqueurs de nombreux individus isolés dans la nature. L'analyse des données obtenues nous a permis 
de mettre en avant pour la première fois des signatures d' échange de gènes ayant eu lieu entre individus 

de familles différentes, ainsi qu'entre espèces d' une même famille. Nous avons aussi pu observer des 
signatures d'échanges intraspécifiques incompatibles avec la reproduction sexuée. 

Bien que ces résultats apportent du poids à l'hypothèse selon laquelle les rotifères bdelloïdes sont 

capables d' échanger du matériel génétique sans passer par la reproduction sexuée, le ou les 
mécanisme(s) restent à identifier. Mesurer l'ampleur du phénomène ainsi que sa fréquence permettra 
aussi de déterminer s' il peut pallier l'absence de sexualité. Contrairement aux travaux antérieurs, le 
séquençage du génome des individus impliqués dans ces échanges est ici possible et permettra sûrement 
de répondre à ces questions. 
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Detection of gene exchange signatures in a class of ase xual orga nisms, 

the bdelloid rotifers 

DELCOMMENNE Brieuc 

p.. ~ 6 ;._ ~ 

Exchanges of genetic material are consi fred necessary for the survival of every lineage ofliving beings; 
in animais, they occur through sexu eproduction. However, exceptions exist: some lineages of animais 
reproduce without sex. The old of them are the bdelloid rotifers, a class of microscopie inve~ brates 
that h; e exist;f' for at leasl40My. p>espite this, recent observations show that exchanges are still present 
in these organisms. Sorne )>e~hers support the thesis of an atypical form of sexual reproduction; 
others favor the existence of horizontal gene transfers between bdelloid rotifers. 

The goal of this master thesis was to detect s~atures of gene exchange between bdelloid rotifers, 
among individuals of the same species or between individuals of different species, either closely related 
or not, in order to confirm the mechanism(s) involved. To do this, we have genotyped with several 
markers a large nl:illber of individuals isolated from the environment. Analysis of the data obtained 
allowed us to observe or the first time 1gnatures f gene e~ge between individuals of different 
families , as well as between individuals of 1 erent species within a fami ly. We also observed signatures 
of intrasp;:cific ~changes incompatible with sexual reproduction. 

Although these results add weight to the hypothesis that bdelloid rotifers are capable of exchanging 
DNA without sexual reproduction, the mechanism(s) involved are still to be identified. Measuring the 
extent of this phenomenon as well as its frequency will determine if it can overcome the lack of sexual 
reproduction. Unlike previous work, sequencing the whole genome of the individuals involved in the 
exchanges is possible here and it will certainly enable us to answer these questions. 
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Figure 1. Hallmarks of sexual reproduction: meiosis and syngamy 

Although there are differences between the life cycles of animais, plants, and fungi ; meiosis and syngamy (fertilization) 
are universal in sexual organisms (Figure copied from Reece et al. 2011). 
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Unlike prophase in mitosis, homologous chromosomes form tetrads during prophase I ofmeiosis. lt is at that stage that 
crossing-overs take place. During metaphase I, homologous chromosomes are randomly separated; this process is called 

chromosome reassortment. Whi le the ploidy is conserved during mitosis, it is halved during meiosis (Figure copied 
from Reece et al. 2011). 



1. Introduction 
1.1 Why is sexual reproduction so ubiquitous? 

1.1 .1. What is sexual reproduction? 

Since its apparition approximately one billion years ago, sexual reproduction bas been the 

preferential mode of reproduction among eukaryotes (Otto and Lenormand 2002; 

Goodenough and Heitman 2014). Only 0.1 % of the described animals are strictly asexual 1 

(Vrijenhoek 1998). The defining characteristics of sexual reproduction are meiosis and 

syngamy (the fusion of gametes) (Figure 1). Meiosis consists of two successive divisions 

(including a reductional division) and is preceded by chromosome replication. It leads to the 

formation ofup to four nuclei, with halfthe number of chromosomes. 

During the prophase of the first division called meiosis I, pairs of homologous chromosomes 

(called tetrads) join via a protein complex, the synaptonemal complex, that acts like a zipper. 

The chromosomes need to be homologous for the tetrad to form, i.e. they need to have the 

same genes at the same loci (synteny). The proximity between homologous chromosomes 

allows for crossing-overs, i.e. the reciprocal exchange of DNA fragments from one 

chromosome to another (Figure 2). At the end of prophase I, during metaphase I, the 

synaptonemal complex detaches and the chromosomes align on the equatorial line. During 
anaphase I, each pair of homologous chromosomes is separated at random, which means that 

the chromosomes from one parent and the chromosomes from the other parent do not migrate 

together (chromosome reassortment). The result of telophase I is two haploid cells, with each 
chromosome still containing the two sister chromatids. Because the ploidy is halved, meiosis I 

is called a reductional division. Crossing-overs and chromosome reassortments that happen at 

that stage will be called recombinations in the rest of this work. 

Meiosis II is the second division during which the sister chromatids are separated, such as 

during mitosis. The ploidy does not change, and as such meiosis II is called an equational 
division (Reece et al. 2011). 

The next step of sexual reproduction is syngamy, where two gametes produced by two 

different organisms fuse and mix their chromosomes to form a diploid organism. 

1.1.2. Advantages of sexual reproduction 

Since sexual reproduction is so widespread among eukaryotes, it should present a number of 

advantages over asexual reproduction. Different hypotheses have been put forward to explain 

the prevalence of sexual reproduction. Neiman and Schwander proposed to order these 

hypotheses into three categories: the ' linkage' hypotheses, the ' diversity' hypotheses, and the 

'heterozygosity' hypotheses (Neiman and Schwander 2011). 

1.1.2.1. 'Linkage' hypotheses 

A characteristic of sexual reproduction is that it breaks the associations of genes through 

recombinations. Conversely, in asexual organisms, they are no such recombination and the 

1 The definition of asexual reproduction used here is: a type of reproduction where the offspring descends from a 
single organism. 
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Figure 3. Genetie Hitchhiking 

In sexual organisms (A), recombination can physically uncouple mutations from the rest of the genome. In asexual 
organisms (B), mutations stay linked with the rest of the genome. Beneficial mutations in white, deleterious mutations 

in dark gray. (Figure adapted from Losos 2013). 
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Figure 4. Fisher-Muller cffcct 

In sexual organisms, beneficial mutations (represented in green and dark gray on light grey chromosomes) can be 
recombined in one organism (A). But in asexual organisms, there are no recombinations, and different mutations in a 
different background will compete against each other. The only way they can be found in the same individual is by a 

subsequent random mutation (B) . (Figure adapted from Hartfield and Keightley 2012) 
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genome is transmitted as one single block. A consequence is that when a 'performant' 

genome is selected, deleterious mutations remain linked with the rest of the genome: this 

effect is known as genetic hitchhiking (Maynard Smith and Haigh 1974; Gray and Goddard 

2012). In sexual organisms, crossing-overs and chromosome reassortments can prevent 

genetic hitchhiking by physically separating the deleterious mutation from an otherwise 

'performant' genome (Figure 3). Recombinations can also rescue beneficial mutations from 

an otherwise 'poor' genome: the efficiency of natural selection is improved. 

In asexual populations, the adaptation2 is limited to a competition: when lineages carrying 

different beneficial mutations are present, one lineage will eventually take over and the other 

will disappear with their beneficial mutations. The only possibility for the surviving lineage to 

acquire the ' lost' beneficial mutations is by subsequent random mutations (Figure 4). This 

mechanism is known as the Fisher-Muller effect (Fisher 1930; Muller 1932). Conversely, in 

sexual populations, mutations that arose in different backgrounds can quickly be brought 

together. 

Because recombinations increase the speed at which beneficial mutations sweep through a 

population, they increase the speed of adaptation (Colegrave 2002; McDonald et al. 2016). 
But when there is no recombination, lineages of asexual populations accumulate mutations 

independently. When, in a population, the genome with the fewest number of mutations 

acquires one deleterious mutation, no genome with fewer mutations can arise. This 

phenomenon is known as 'Muller's ratchet' (Muller 1932): the ratchet 'clicks' each time the 

least mutated genome is lost. However, in sexual species, Muller's ratchet can be slowed 

down because genomes with fewer mutations can be reconstructed by recombinations . 

1.1.2.2. 'Diversity' hypotheses 

By constantly rearranging the genome, generation after generation, recombinations can 

generate an important diversity among the individuals of sexual species. Having a genetically 

diversified population can be efficient against genotype-specific pathogens, e.g. pathogens 

that depend on the presence of one protein variant on the cell surface. As an example, it bas 
been shown that ~ 1 % of the Europeans possess a variant of the CCR5 locus that makes them 

resistant to HIV infection (Novembre et al. 2005). The more diverse the population, the less 
likely it is for all of its members to be infected by a pathogen. Of course, if one allele confers 

an advantage against a pathogen, its frequency will likely increase in the population, and 

forms of pathogens that can infect individuals with this genotype will likely emerge: this is 

called the red queen hypothesis (Van Valen 1973). 

1.1.2.3. 'Heterozygosity' hypotheses 

In certain forms of asexuality (such as gamete duplication, Figure 19.A), heterozygosity is 

absent. Because heterozygosity is associated with a higher fitness, such asexual organisms are 

disadvantaged when competing against sexual organisms. 

Although the link between heterozygosity and a higher fitness is not well understood, there is 

a link between heterozygosity and the resistance to pathogens. The most cited example in this 

2 Defined by Theodosius Dobzhansky as the "evolutionary process whereby an organism becomes better able to 
live in its habitat or habitats" (Dobzhansky et al. 1968). 
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If the reproductive output ofa sexual female (with a male) (A) is the same as the one ofan asexual individual (B), then 
the asexual population will grow twice as fast. (Figure adapted from Hartfield and Keightley 2012) 



context is the MHC in vertebrates: it has been shown that heterozygosity in the MHC complex 
(a class of cells surface proteins involved in the immune system) confers an advantage in 
pathogens resistance (Spurgin and Richardson 2010). 

1.1 .3. Disadvantages of sexual reproduction 
We have seen that sexual reproduction cornes with a number of advantages: the capacity to 
generate diversity, the ability to select the beneficial mutations from the deleterious ones and 
to bring them together in a single organism, etc. 

However, it also suffers from a series of disadvantages. 

1. 1.3. 1. The twofold cost of sex: the cost ofproducing males 
The most well-known disadvantage of sexual reproduction is that males do not produce 
offspring on their own. From a reproductive point ofview, males generally represent half the 
individuals of a sexual species but exist solely to fertilize the females. They do not participate 
to the reproductive output3 of the species and thus represent an important cost for the species. 
On the other hand, in asexual species, every individual can potentially produce offspring: the 
reproductive output per capita can thus be twice as high (Figure 5). In other words, all things 
being equal, asexual populations will quickly be larger than sexual populations. This 
phenomenon is known as the twofold cost of sex (Maynard Smith 1977). 

1. 1.3 .2. Costs associated with mating 
Mating in sexual organisms can represent an important cost, both in terms of time (the time it 
takes to find an individual of the opposite sex, the time it takes for the male to seduce the 
female in some species, the time it takes for the matingper se) and in terms of energy (such as 
the energy devoted to mating and to the production of copulating organs). A well-known 
example is the Indian peacock (Pava cristatus), whose large feather tail is used to seduce the 
females but also requires a lot of energy to produce and greatly reduces the males ' ability to 
fly and to hide from predators. 

Another cost associated with mating is the risk of sexually transmitted infections (STis): in 
humans alone, more than 30 pathogens (bacteria, viroses, and parasites) can be transmitted by 
sexual contact ("WHO: Sexually transmitted infections Fact Sheet" 2016). 

Because most asexual organisms do not mate, they avoid these costs. 

1.1.3.3. Parasites of the genome: the transposable elements 
Another disadvantage of sexual reproduction is that it promo tes the spread of transposable 
elements (TEs) from one genome to the other: a transposon located on a patemal chromosome 
can copy itself and integrate into a materna! chromosome in the offspring' s genome (Hickey 
1982; Arkhipova and Meselson 2000). Asexuals, on the other hand, do not face that problem 
because their genomes never mix, so TEs cannot 'jump' from one genome to another. Even if 
TEs represent in the long run a source of genetic innovations (genome rearrangements; new 
genes, exons or regulatory elements, etc. (Warren et al. 2015)), they can also disrupt genes 
and cause diseases (Scarfo et al. 2016). A high genomic content in TEs can also represent an 

3 The number of descendants produced per individual. 
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Figure 6. Asexual lineages: evolutionary dead-ends 

On phylogenetic trees, the branches representing asexual lineages (dark grey) are often short (there are few ancient 
asexuals) and often without diversification (few species). 

2 

Figure 7. Diversity of the bdelloid rotifers 

More than 460 morphospecies ofbdelloid rotifers have been described; 6 are represented here. They exhibit an 
impressive phenotypic diversity. On the left: our mode! system, Adineta vaga. 1) The head, 2) The trunk 3) The foot. 

(Figure adapted from Fontaneto and De Smet 2015) 



important cost (in terms of time and energy required to replicate the genome) (Cavalier-Smith 
2005). 

However, another hypothesis proposes that TEs should, in fact, proliferate in asexuals, while 
in sexuals they could be eliminated by recombination (similar to what happens with 
deleterious mutations). In the end, the proliferation of TEs could cause the extinction of 
asexual species (Arkhipova and Meselson 2005a). 

1.1.3.4. Breaking-up gene associations 
Genes and their products do not work separately but in interaction. These interactions have an 
influence on one organism's success; if they are successful, the genes will be transmitted. But 
mixing one's genes with those of another organism will create new gene associations that may 
be less efficient (Otto 2009). Conversely, because asexuals do not mix their genome, the 
' winning' networks of genes will be transmitted as a whole. 

1.1.4. Summary: the benefits outweigh the costs 
Considering all the advantages and disadvantages of sexual reproduction, it is difficult to see 
if the benefits outweigh the costs. However, simulation models are clear: in the long run, there 
is up to a twofold advantage for sexual reproduction (Otto 2009). Evolution experiments 
comparing sexual and asexual yeast populations confirmed these results by repeatedly 
showing the advantages of sex (Zeyl and Bell 1997; Goddard et al. 2005; Gray and Goddard 
2012; McDonald et al. 2016). This can also be seen in phylogenetic trees, where branches of 
the asexual lineages are often short and therefore recent and without much diversification 
(Figure 6) (Schwander and Crespi 2009). In this context, asexuals are considered 
evolutionary dead-ends (Simon et al. 2003). 

1.2. An evolutionary scandal: the bdelloid rotifers 
However, one group of animals stands out as an exception: the bdelloid rotifers (Figure 7). 
They are exceptional because they are asexual (genome structure incompatible with meiosis; 
no male ever observed) and ancient (at least 35Myr old) and they comprise a large diversity, 
with more than 460 morphospecies (i.e. species defined by morphological characteristics) 
(Segers 2008). Bdelloid rotifers are so astonishing that John Maynard-Smith called them an 
"evolutionary scandai" (Maynard Smith 1986). There are other ancient asexuals - the 
darwinulid ostracods (Schôn et al. 2009) and the oribatid mites (Heethoff et al. 2009) - but 
the bdelloid rotifers are the oldest and most diverse. 

1.2.1. Portrait of the bdelloid rotifers 
Bdelloidea is one of the four classes of the phylum Rotifera, the others being Monogononta, 
Seisonidea, and Acanthocephala (Sielaff et al. 2015). Seisonids and acanthocephalans 
reproduce sexually, monogononts reproduce both sexually and asexually, and bdelloids are 
obligate asexuals. The name 'bdelloid rotifer' means ' leech-like (bdella, leech) [animal] that 
bears a wheel (rota, wheel;ferre, to bear) ' . 

The bdelloid clade itself comprises four families: Adinetidae, Habrotrochidae, Philodinidae 
and Philodinavidae. They are small invertebrates (their size range from 150 to 1500µm) that 
live in ephemeral freshwater environments, such as ponds, puddles or the film of water 
covering mosses and lichens. They eat bacteria, algae or organic matter debris by filtering the 
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Figure 8. Corona and trophi of bdelloid rotifers 

The corona (left, in Rotaria macrura) is composed oftwo rings and are used in feeding and locomotion. The trophi 
(right, in Macrotrachela crucicornis) are part of the mastax, the muscular jaws of the bdelloids. Scale bar: on the left, 

40µM ; on the right, l0µM. (Figures copied from Melone 1998; Melone and Fontaneto 2005) 
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Figure 9. Kinetic of genome repair of Adineta vaga after exposure to desiccation or radiation 

After 21 days of desiccation (a) or exposure to 800 Gy of proton radiation (b), the genome is broken up in pieces, as 
shown on the PFGE (Pulsed Field Gel Electrophoresis). Following rehydration, the genome is repaired: the size of the 

fragments increases. (Figure copied from Hespeels et al. 2014). 



water or by scraping the substratum. Their bodies are composed of a head, a trunk and a foot, 

and their most distinctive features are the corona (two ciliated rings called trochi on the top of 

the head, used in locomotion and feeding) and the mastax (a muscular pharynx with a 

complex set of articulated pieces that are called trophi) (Figure 8) (Lee Wallace 2001). 
Although the y are eutelic4

, with only ~ 1000 nuclei (Mark Welch et al. 2004 ), the y have a 

digestive, a nervous, a muscular, an excretory and a reproductive system. The reproductive 

system is composed of a pair of syncytial ovaries called germarium contained into a syncytial 
gland called vitellarium (Hsu 1956a; Amsellem and Ricci 1982; Fontaneto and Ricci 2004). 

1.2.2. Bdelloid rotifers can resist desiccation and ionizing radiations 
Another unusual characteristic of the bdelloid rotifers is their exceptional resistance to 

desiccation (anhydrobiosis). They are one of the few metazoans that can withstand a complete 

dehydration of their body at any stage of their life, the others are the tardigrades and some 
species of nematodes (Aphelenchus avenae, e.g.) (Tunnacliffe and Lapinski 2003). During the 

process of desiccation, they adopta ' tun-like' morphology5 (Ricci et al. 2003; Marotta et al. 
2010), enabling them to slow down the evaporation by reducing the exposed body surface. A 

slow desiccation is paramount to prepare rehydration (Marotta et al. 2010). Their lifestyle can 

explain their resistance to desiccation: bdelloid rotifers live in very shallow water that can 
evaporate quickly, so they need to resist the loss of water in order to survive. 

More surprising, bdelloid rotifers also resist to high doses of ionizing radiations (up to lkGy) 

(Gladyshev and Meselson 2008; Hespeels et al. 2014a). The proposed explanation is that their 
resistance to radiation is a consequence of their resistance to desiccation. Indeed, both 
desiccation and radiation induce oxidative stress and in turn DNA damage. 

Contrary to what could be thought, it is not because their genome is particularly resistant to 

DNA damage that they can resist desiccation and ionizing radiations . In fact, under both 

stresses, their genome is broken up into fragments (Gladyshev and Meselson 2008 ; Hespeels 

et al. 2014a). Their resistance cornes from the capacity to repair their genome after the end of 
the stress (Figure 9). 

1.2.3. Evidence that the bdelloid rotifers are ancient 
The ' ancient asexuality ' of the bdelloid rotifers and their evolutionary success have long been 
a subject of controversy among the scientific community, but the accumulation of evidence in 
the recent years have confirmed that they really are ancient and asexual. 

The data regarding the age of the clade Bdelloidea corne from fossils records and one 

phylogenetic study. Fossils ofbdelloid rotifers have been found in amber originating from 

mines in the Dominican Republic (Poinar and Ricci 1992; Waggoner and Poinar 1993). The 

age of the am ber was determined using nuclear magnetic resonance and foraminiferal 

stratigraphy to be at least 35Myr old. Interestingly, the morphology of the fossils was very 
similar to the morphology of modem Habrotrochidae and Philodinidae, suggesting that the 

bdelloid rotifers, including their reproductive mechanism, have not changed much since the 

late Eocene (Figure 10). 

4 The number of cells in the adult is fixed . 
5 The tun is the contracted form bdelloids adopt in case of stress, such as starvation or desiccation. 
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Figure 10. Fossil of a bdelloid rotifer 

Fossils ofbdelloid rotifers have been found in 35Myr old amber. They resemble modem rotifers, and some appear to 
contain eggs (e). Scale bar: 1 00µM. (Figure copied from Waggoner and Poinar 1993) 
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Based on COI mtDNA and 18S rDNA sequences, the Bdelloidea class was found to be - 58Myr old. 
(Figure copied from Tang et al. 2014) 



A phylogenetic study found the bdelloids to be even older: 58Myr (Tang et al. 2014). Their 
age was inferred from cytochrome c oxidase (COI) and 18S rRNA sequences from different 

bdelloid and monogonont species (Figure 11). The relatively good congruence between the 
fossils records and the genetic data makes the old age of the bdelloid a robust assumption. 

1.2.4. Evidence that the bdelloid rotifers are asexual 

1.2.4.1. Lack of sexuality 

Before the advent of genetic data, the best evidence that bdelloid rotifers are asexual was the 

lack of sexuality, in other words, the lack of males, hermaphrodites, sperm cells, or meiosis 

(Birky 2010). The problem is that we cannot know what a male or hermaphrodite bdelloid, or 
their sperm cells, would look like. However, we know what they look like in seisonid and 
monogonont rotifers, and they are easily recognizable. If they existed in bdelloid, it is 

hypothesized that they would be easily recognizable too. 

The reproductive mode of the bdelloid rotifers is apomictic thelytoky, a form of ameiotic 

parthenogenesis. In practice, it means that all bdelloid rotifers are female and lay eggs that are 
unfertilized. The daughters are thus clones of their mothers. The oogenesis was studied by W. 

Siang Hsu in two species (Philodina roseola and Habrotrocha tridens) (Hsu 1956a; b). He 

described the process as two mitotic (i.e. equational) divisions of the oocyte; each oocyte 

gives one ovum ( egg cell) and two polar bodies. No chromosome pairing or reduction in the 
number of chromosomes was observed, as it would have been in the case of meiosis: the 

number of chromosomes (13 in the two species) stayed the same throughout the different 
stages of oogenesis. The eggs are laid at the one-cell stage and since the bdelloids are eutelic, 
all cell divisions take place in the egg. 

C. William Birky (Birky 2010) estimated that in total, at least 458 515 bdelloids have been 
observed by scientists, and among those, no males or hermaphrodites6

. With that value, it can 
be said with 95% confidence that the frequency of males or hermaphrodite does not exceed 
8.6x l0-6. 

1.2.4.2. Adineta vaga: a genome not compatible with meiosis 

The genome sequencing of the bdelloid rotifer Adineta vaga (Flot et al. 2013) not only 
confirmed that the bdelloids are obligate asexuals but also showed different interesting 

properties within their genome, including potential mechanisms of genome plasticity. 

The Nso (the median scaffold size) of the published draft genome was 260kb, with a total 
genome size of 244Mb, distributed into 12 chromosomes (20Mb/chromosome on average) . 

1.2.4.2.1. A degenerate tetraploid genome lacking homologous chromosomes 

Comparisons of scaffolds produced during the genome assembly revealed the presence of 
colinear blocks, i.e. long nucleotide sequences present in several copies and containing genes 

in a conserved order. Colinear blocks are also present in four copies in A. vaga and can be 

arranged into two pairs: within a pair, the colinearity is high (the genes are present in the same 

order) and the divergence is low (96.2% identical), but between the two pairs the colinearity is 

lower and the divergence higher (73.6% identical). This is the general genome structure of a 

6 The only report of male bdelloids (Wesenberg-Lund 1923) was probably a mistake (Mark Welch et al. 2009). 
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Figure 12. Homologues and ohnologues in Adineta vaga's genome 

Sequencing of Adineta vaga's genome revealed the presence of colinear blocks, usually present in four copies. The four 
copies can be classified into two pairs: allelic pairs with a high colinearity and a low divergence; ohnologues with a 

lower colinearity and a higher divergence. 
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Figure 13. There are no homologous chromosomes in Adineta vaga's genome 

In sexual organisms, homologous chromosomes are found (synteny preserved over the entire length): the two alleles of 
different genes (represented here with colored squares on grey chromosomes) are found on the same loci on the two 

homologous chromosomes (A). But in Adineta vaga, the synteny is not conserved at the chromosomal scale: 
homologues allelic regions were found on several different chromosomes (colinearity breakpoints , represented by an 

asterisk), or even sometimes on the same chromosome, forming a direct or inverted repeat (B). 



degenerate tetraploid, with the presence of alleles 7 (homologous genes with low divergence) 
and ohnologues (ancient homologous genes, likely formed after genome duplication) (Figure 
12), as it was observed before in the bdelloid Philodina roseola at a smaller scale (the hsp82 
region, 70kb in length) (Mark Welch et al. 2004, 2008) and here in A. vaga at the genome 
scale (Flot et al. 2013). 

In 91 of the 100 longest scaffolds in A. vaga, colinearity breakpoints were found between 
allelic regions, i.e. the colinearity does not extend to the full chromosome length, meaning 
that the gene order is not conserved (this is the case for 51 % of the genome assembly). In 

addition, allelic regions in A. vaga also form palindromes (also called inverted repeats, IR.s; 

17 found), the longest involving 148 genes. Each arm of a palindrome presents the same 
degree of colinearity and divergence found between two allelic regions (Figure 13). These 
palindromes probably appeared through chromosomal rearrangements, not through 
duplication since no other allelic copy as those found in the palindrome was found in the 
genome. Furthermore, three direct repeats (DRs) were also found, involving up to 50 genes. 
These 20 allelic rearrangements (IR.s and DRs) account for 7,5Mb (3,5% of the A. vaga 
genome). 

Although the genome assembly did not produce full-length sequenced chromosomes, the 
omnipresence of colinearity breakpoints, inverted repeats and direct repeats make the 
presence ofhomologous chromosomes impossible. Because meiosis requires homologous 

chromosomes, meiosis is not possible in bdelloids. Degenerate tetraploidy is furthermore a 
characteristic of bdelloids in general and was established be fore the four bdelloid families 

diverged (Huret al. 2009). 

As a summary, it can be said that on a chromosomal scale, Adineta vaga's genome is haploid: 
none of the twelve chromosomes has a full-length homolog. But on a gene scale, Adineta 
vaga's genome is largely tetraploid (40% of the genome), with genes present in four copies. 

1.2.4.2.2. No Meselson ejfect andfew TEs: A . vaga 's genome does notfall into 
ruins 

When meiosis is lost in an organism, the intra-individual heterozygosity is hypothesized to 
increase, with the continuous accumulation of mutations across the entire genome. The 
divergence between allelic nucleotide sequences is called the 'Allele Sequence Divergence' 
(ASD) (Birky 1996). Given enough time, the differences between the two alleles within an 
individual of an asexual species can exceed the differences between two alleles of two 
different individuals, this is called the 'Meselson effect' 8. With an average ASD of only 4,4% 
(lower than certain sexual organisms (Leffler et al. 2012)), no Meselson effect was observed 
in Adineta vaga. 

7 It should be noted that ail along this master thesis, terms such as 'alleles ', ' homozygous ' , 'heterozygous ' , or 
'diploid' are used in relation to asexual organisms, despite the fact that they refer to concepts linked with sexual 
reproduction: for instance, an individual is heterozygous for a gene when the maternai and patemal alleles are 
different. But even for asexuals, this term makes sense at the organism level: for an individual, it does not make 
any difference if each copy of a gene cornes from a different parent or if each copy is different due to 
independent accumulation of mutations. Other terms could have been used, but for the sake ofunderstanding, we 
continued to use terms invented for sexual organisms. 
8 In a randomly mating sexual lineage, the differences between two random alleles tend to be the same, whether 
they are present in the same individual or not (Birky 1996). 
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Figure 14. DNA Double Strand Break (DSB) repair can result in gene conversion 

During the DNA repair process following a DSB, the homologous sequence can be used as a template and copied over 
the damaged sequence, resulting in gene conversion. There are two mechanisms of DSB repair that result in gene 
conversion: Synthesis-Dependent Strand-Annealing (SDSA) and Holiday Junction (HJ) dissolution (a-c and a-e, 

respectively) . (Figure copied from Chen et al. 2007). 



Gene conversion (a mechanism by which one sequence replaces its homolog in the genome) 
is one of the mechanism that may explain a low ASD in Adineta vaga. Gene conversion can 
happen during DNA DSB (Double Strand Break) repair, such as with the synthesis-dependent 
strand annealing (SDSA) pathway or the Double Holliday junction pathway (Chen et al. 
2007) (Figure 14). The rate of gene conversion was calculated in Adineta vaga by looking at 

the length distribution of homologous sequences devoid of mutations (Figure 15.a). It results 

that the probability for a base pair to undergo gene conversion is 25 higher than its probability 

to mutate in the genome of Adineta vaga, indicating that allelic regions evolve together 

(Teshima and Innan 2004; Flot et al. 2013). 

The frequency of gene conversion is important because it has an effect on Muller's ratchet 
(Figure 15.b ). In an allelic pair, if one allele acquires a deleterious mutation, gene conversion 
can either a) copy the mutated allele over the ancestral one, exposing the mutation to natural 
selection; or b) copy the ancestral allele over the mutated one, restoring the genotype. 
Muller's ratchet can thus be slowed down by gene conversion (Flot et al. 2013). 

As it was discussed above, an accumulation of TEs could drive asexual species to extinction 
(Arkhipova and Meselson 2005b). In Adineta vaga however, only 3% of the genome is made 

out of transposable elements, which is less than in most animais (44% in human (Mills et al. 

2007) or 3,9% in Drosophila (considered to have a genome poor in TEs) (Kaminker et al. 
2002)). Besides their paucity, the TEs in Adineta vaga have another interesting feature: a high 

diversity and a low number of copies. Associated with the low number of decayed copies, it 
suggests that most TEs have been recently acquired and thus acquisition is still ongoing, 

possibly by Horizontal Gene Transfer (HGT). 

l .2.5 . Adineta vaga: a genome rich in Horizontal Gene Transfers 
TEs are not the only genetic elements of probable HGT origin in Adineta vaga. In fact, more 
than 8% of the predicted genes are more similar to non-metazoans than to metazoan genes 

genes and were thus potentially acquired horizontally (Flot et al. 2013). Among those genes, 
some are ancient: they are found in quartets, and therefore were probably present in the 

genome before the bdelloids became tetraploid. Sorne are also very recent potential HGTs, 

with genes present in only one copy, no intron and a GC content very different from the 
genome average (for a more in-depth description of HGTs in bdelloid rotifers, see paragraph 

1.3.2.5.3). 

The observation of HGTs in A. vaga' s genome suggests that the genome of A dine ta vaga is 
dynamic, i.e. it can change over time, despite its alleged asexuality. In two recent articles, two 
teams of scientists have gone further: they have observed that bdelloid rotifers individuals 

appear to exchange genes. However, the two teams proposed two very different mechanisms 

to explain their observations. 
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Figure 15. Excess of long identity tracks in the genome of A. vaga suggests that gene conversion in 
present. Impact on Muller's ratchet 

Without gene conversion, the number of long identity tracks (homologous sequences with perfect homology) is low in 
asexual genomes. The excess of long identity tracks in Adineta vaga's genome indicates frequent gene conversion 

events (a) . Recombination in sexual organisms can result in offspring with more or fewer deleterious mutations (b). It is 
the same with gene conversion in asexual organisms: gene conversion can remove deleterious mutations or copy them 

in a wild type allele, resulting in individuals with more or fewer mutations, potentially slowing down 
Muller's ratchet (c). (Figure copied from Flot et al. 2013) 
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Figure 16. Pattern of allele sharing in Macrotrachela quadricornifera suggesting sexual reproduction 

For each of the four nuclear markers (HisA, HisB, HspA and HspB, colored squares on grey rectangles), the 
bdelloid individual MA shares one allele with the bdelloid individual MM and the other with CR. This is the 

expected result ofa cross, MA being the offspring. (Modified from Signorovitch et al. 2015). 
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Figure 17. Interspecific DNA transfers in the bdelloid rotifer Adineta vaga 

Six individuals belonged to different cryptic species according to different markers. For instance, individual 5 (circled 
in red) belonged to species A according to four markers, but to species C according to the fifth marker. This is not 

compatible with sexual reproduction. (Figure copied from Debortoli et al. 201 6). 
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Figure 18. Intraspecific allele sharing in the bdelloid rotifer Adineta vaga 

Individuals 1, 2 and 3 shared the alleles "a", "b" and "c" of the marker X (represented with colored squares) in a 
cyclical fashio n. The individual 1 harbored the alleles "a" and "b", it shared the allele b with individual 2 and its second 

allele "a" with individual 3. To close the cycle, individual 3 shared its second allele "c" with individual 2. (Figure 
modified from Debortoli et al. 2016). 



1.2.6. A discordant voice: observation of allele sharing consistent with 
sexuality 

In their article, Signorovitch et al. (2015), performed a population genetic study in order to 
observe genetic exchange in bdelloid rotifers. They focused on a group of closely related 
individuals (29 in total) of the bdelloid species Macrotrachela quadricornifera (based on the 
similarity of the mitochondrial gene COI), because they hypothesized that, as it is the case for 
the sexual monogonont rotifers (Suatoni et al. 2006), genetic closeness is necessary for sexual 
reproduction. To see if allele sharing is present, they used the sequences of four nuclear loci 
(HisA, HisB, HspA, HspB, the latter two were shown in a previous study to be physically 
unlinked, i.e. they are on different chromosomes (Mark Welch et al. 2004)), each present in 
two copies. 

In their data, they found what they interpreted as the result of sexual reproduction: one 
individual (called 'MA') was heterozygous for the four loci studied, and in each case, it 
shared one allele with the individual 'MM' and the other with the individual 'CR' 
(Figure 16). This pattern, repeated over four markers, is the expected result of a cross with 
MA being the 'offspring' and MM and CR the 'parents ' (or most likely, closely related 
individuals ). 

To explain how bdelloids could reproduce sexually (which, by definition, involves meiosis) 
without having homologous chromosomes (Flot et al. 2013), Meselson and his team proposed 
that they could undergo an atypical form of meiosis called Oenothera-like meiosis. In this 
model, homology between the chromosomes is only required at the telomeres (see paragraph 
1.3.1.4 on meiosis in Oenothera). Because the sequences of the telomeres have not yet been 
assembled in any sequenced bdelloid rotifer, this mechanism is thus theoretically compatible 
with their rearranged genome. However, it remains a speculation that requires verification. 
Furthermore, only 3 individuals were found to present such a signature of genetic exchange. 

1.2.7. The plot thickens: observation of allele sharing consistent with 
Horizontal Gene Transf ers 

In the second article, Debortoli and colleagues also performed a population genetic study 
while using a distinct method (Debortoli et al. 2016). 576 individuals identified as Adineta 
vaga were genotyped, using one mitochondrial marker (COI) and four nuclear markers 
( different than in Signorovitch et al. 2015). 

The five markers allowed them to determine six cryptic species (i.e. species determined with 
genetic data) among the sampled morphospecies Adineta vaga. 

The first main observation was interspecific DNA exchange: six individuals were assigned to 
one species according to several markers but to another species for the other markers (Figure 
17). 

The second important observation was intraspecific allele sharing. In three cases, trios of 
individuals were observed sharing alleles of one marker in a cyclical fashion (Figure 18). The 
sequencing of the upstream and downstream regions of those loci involved revealed 
signatures of asexual evolution, gene conversion, and inter-individual recombination. 
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Figure 19. The different modes of meiotic parthenogenesis, compared to apomixis (ameiotic parthenogenesis) 

Meiosis can still be part of the life cycle of asexual organisms. Gamete duplication (A) consists of the mitotic division 
of a gamete, and the subsequent fusion of the two daughter nuclei to forma diploid zygote. Crossing overs (CO) (2) or 
not (1), homozygosity is total after one generation. Central fusion (B) consists of the fusion oftwo polar bodies, each 
produced by a different meiotic II division. Ifthere are no CO (3), heterozygosity is maintained. IfCOs are present (4), 
heterozygosity is gradually lost. Terminal fusion (C) is similar to central fusion, except that the haploid gamete fuses 

with a polar body produced by the same meiotic II division. If there are no CO ( 5), homozygosity is total after one 
generation. Ifthere are COs, some heterozygosity can be maintained (6). The parthenogenetic mode ofbdelloid rotifers: 

apornixis (or apornictic thelytoky) (D). (Figure adapted from Neiman and Schwander 2011). 



Both the observed interspecific DNA transfers and intraspecific allele sharing are 

incompatible with sexual reproduction because the allele sharing patterns observed did not 
match from one marker to the other. The signatures of gene conversion are also unlikely to be 

present in the case of an Oenothera-like meiosis, in which inter-chromosomal recombination 

only takes place in the (gene-poor) telomeres. Instead, they hypothesized that the patterns of 

allele sharing observed are the result of horizontal gene transfers. This hypothesis is supported 
by the fact that bdelloid rotifers can integrate exogenous genes (Boschetti et al. 2012; Flot et 
al. 2013; Eyres et al. 2015), with transferred fragment size similar to what was observed here. 
It has been hypothesized that exchanged DNA fragments between bdelloids could be 

integrated by homologous recombination (HR) during DNA DSB repair following 
desiccation. 

1.3. The different mechanisms of gene exchange 
Now that we have seen that bdelloid rotifers are capable of sharing alleles, I will discuss and 

compare different mechanisms ofDNA exchange: mechanisms based on meiosis, the 
different mechanisms of horizontal gene transfer, and mechanisms that do not fit the first two 
categories. 

1.3 .1. Meiosis-based gene exchange 

1.3 .1.1. ' Conventional ' meiosis 
As I explained in the beginning of this introduction, the hallmarks of sexual reproduction are 
meiosis and syngamy (Figure 1). Meiosis involves homologous chromosome pairing which 
allows for crossing overs (COs) followed by random chromosome reassortment. The result of 

'conventional ' meiosis is the production either of (haploid) gametes or haploid cells that will 

eventually produce gametes (Figure 2). However, exceptions on each meiotic step and 

characteristics of meiosis exist in nature, with meiosis without: outcrossing, homologous 

chromosome pairing, crossing overs, random chromosome reassortment, etc. This is why the 
type of meiosis described above was called 'conventional' meiosis. 

Syngamy is the fusion of two gametes, produced by two different organisms if there is 
outcrossing (usually a male and a female). The haploid genomes of the two gametes form one 
diploid genome. This is why sexual reproduction is considered as a gene-exchange 
mechanism: the genomes of two different organisms are mixed into one organism, their 
offspring. Because the transmission of genes is from the parents to the offspring, the 

transmission is said to be vertical. 

1.3.1.2. Meiosis without sexual reproduction: meiotic parthenogenesis 

Although sexual reproduction involves meiosis by definition, species in which meiosis is 
present are not necessarily sexual, this reproductive mode is named meiotic parthenogenesis 

(Neiman and Schwander 2011). In meiotic parthenogenesis there is no exchange of genes and 
no outcrossing, limiting the generation of diversity (summarized in Figure 19). But compared 
to apomixis (the parthenogenetic mode ofbdelloid rotifers, Figure 19.D) some can still 
benefit from the presence of Cüs for instance, which may eliminate disadvantageous 
mutations or transposable elements. 
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Figure 20. Abortive meiosis in Daphnia pulex 

The meiosis starts off like a classical meiosis, but the segregation of chromosomes stops during anaphase I. Each 
chromosome moves back to the equatorial plate and the iiister chromatjd separate. The process results in a diploid 

zygote and a polar body. (Figure copied from Hiruta et al. 2010) 



1.3. l.2.1. Game te duplication 
In certain species, such as the stick insect Bacillus rossius, the entire meiotic process is still 
present while they reproduce asexually. After meiosis, haploid gametes nuclei undergo 
mitosis and then fuse to form the diploid zygote (Figure 19.A) (Pijnacker 1969). Because this 
process includes the fusion oftwo identical cells (and not the fusion of two gametes from 
distinct individuals), heterozygosity is lost after each generation. 

1.3.1.2.2. Central fusion 
In this type of parthenogenesis, the two central polar body nuclei produced by meiosis fuse to 
form the zygote (Figure 19.B). If there are no CO, heterozygosity can be maintained. 
Conversely, in presence of CO, homozygosity increases. 

Central fusion is found in certain insects, such as certain species of butterfly or ant as well as 
in the Cape honey bee (Apis mellifera capenas) , in which it is ubiquitous (Oldroyd et al. 
2008). 

1.3.1.2.3. Tenninal fusion 
Terminal fusion is similar to central fusion, except that in that case, it is the fusion of the egg 
and the second polar body (Figure 19.C). If there is CO, some heterozygosity can be 
maintained but all heterozygosity is lost after one generation if there are no COs. 

Organisms that experience this type of parthenogenesis include the isopod Nagara modesta 
(Hill 1948) or the nematode Strongyloides papillosus, for which it is the most frequent mode 
of reproduction (Streit 2008). 

1.3 .1.2.4. Daphnia pu/ex: abortive meiosis 
The crustacean Daphnia pulex reproduces by cyclical parthenogenesis. In stable conditions, 
the preferred way of reproduction is parthenogenesis, in which case only female offspring are 
produced. But in unfavorable conditions, males and females are produced and sexual 
reproduction can take place. 

Abortive m.eiosü; begins like a classical meiosis, but is stopped during anaphase I. The 
chromosomes then move back to the equatorial plate and the sister chromatids separate, as a 
classical mitosis. The end result is a diploid egg and a diploid polar body. The <liploid egg i~ a 

clone of the mother and heterozygosity is maintained (Figure 20) (Hiruta et al. 2010). 

1.3.1.3. Male Drosoph;/a: absence of crossing-overs 
The fruit fly Drosophila is one of the best-established model organism, especially in genetics, 
but meiosis in males Drosophila is not representative of a 'conventional ' meiosis. lndeed, 
there are no crossing-QXers and no synaptonema) complex formation: the meiosis is called 
achiasmatic. Although COs, in general, are thought to stabilize chromosome pairing and thus 
improve the efficiency of meiosis, homologous chromosome pairing and subsequent 

segregation are not less efficient in the present ac 1asmabc meiosis than in a chiasmatic 

( conventional) me1osis (McKee 2004 ). 

1.3.1.4. Oenothera: atypical chromosome pairing and non-random 
reassortments 

Oenothera is a genus of plants ( evening primrose) presenting a unique type of meiosis. 
During prophase I, only the telomeric regions of the 'homologous' chromosomes join, and 
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Figure 21. Oenothera meiosis . 

In Oenothera, only the telomeric regions are joined during prophase I, regardless ofwhich chromosome they are 
attached to. On this schematic representation, three chromosome pairs out of seven are represented and the telomeric 

regions of the three pairs of chromosomes (in red for one Renner complex, in blue for the other) are numbered, from 1 
to 6: the telomeric regions n°1 oftwo chromosomes are paired at prophase I. In some strains of Oenothera, 

chromosomes forrn the conventional tetrads (A). If the telomeric region n°2 and n°4 of one Renner complex are 
translocated (green arrows), a ring involving two pairs of chromosomes is forrned during prophase I (B). If the 

telomeric regions n°3 and n°6 are translocated in addition to the n°2 and n°4, the ring now involves ail three pairs of 
chromosomes. that pattern is called 'complete permanent translocation heterozygosity' (C) . 

Metaphase I 

Figure 22. Inverted meiosis 

Inverted meiosis is a type of meiosis present in organisms with holocentric chromosomes. During meiosis I, the 
chromosomes do not form tetrads and the division is equational. During meiosis II, the homologous chromosomes forrn 

a pair, allowing for crossing overs (green circle). The result of inverted meiosis is the same as for a classical meiosis: 
four haploid nuclei. (Figure adapted from Viera et al. 2009). 



COs happen only in those regions (Cleland 1972). But COs are so rare that Oenothera' s 
genome has been called 'non-recombining' (Golczyk et al. 2008). During telophase I, the 

seven 'maternal' chromosomes and the seven 'paternal' chromosomes segregate as two 
different entities: there is no random chromosomal reassortment (Cleland 1972). These 
ensembles of chromosomes (known as Renner complexes) are transmitted together, 

generation after generation. 

During prophase I, in some strains, the chromosomes form conventional tetrads ( except for 

the lack of CO for the most part of the chromosomes). But in other strains, the chromosomes 

form a circle, alternating between one chromosome of a Renner complex, and a chromosome 
of the other (this pattern is called 'meiotic ring'). The ring can involve all or only some 

chromosomes (Figure 21). 

The most commonly advanced explanation for the formation of meiotic rings is a combination 
of chromosomal recombinations between the chromosomes of a Renner complex, and more 

specifically translocations of chromosome arms (Golczyk et al. 2008). If all the chromosomes 
of a complex are involved and the meiotic ring involves all fourteen chromosomes, that 
pattern is called ' complete permanent translocation heterozygosity'. But a recent article 
argued tbat the translocation of the telomeric regions only could also explain the formation of 

rings (Golczyk et al. 2014). 

1.3.1.5. Inverted meiosis: equational division before reductional division 
In some species of insects, sucb as the mealybug Planococcus citri (Bongiorni et al. 2004), or 

plants, sucb as Luzula elegans (Heckmann et al. 2014) or Rhynchospora pubera (Cabral et al. 
2014), meiosis I and II are inverted. 

All tbose species have holocentric chromosomes, i.e. all the length of a chromosome acts as 

the centromere and binds to the kinetochore. In those species, the first meiotic division is 
equational (and not reductional), and the second meiotic division is reductional (instead of 
equational) (Figure 22) (Viera et al. 2009). It should be noted that inverted meiosis can be 
either chiasmatic (like in Rhynchospora pubera) or achiasmatic (like in Rhynchospora tenuis) 
(Cabral et al. 2014). 

Inverted meiosis can be considered an oddity, but every step of meiosis is still present. It can 
be said that this mechanism has no impact on recombination. 

1.3.2. Horizontal gene transfers: recombinations without sexual reproduction 
We bave seen that sexual reproduction creates diversity in most eukaryotes. Prokaryotes 
however do not reproduce sexually as eukaryotes and yet diversify. Moreover, the population 
size in prokaryotes is much bigger than for eukaryotes (for example 2.5mL of a liquid culture 
of E. coli can contain as many individuals as the entire human population (~7.5 billion)). 
Even if the average variation among a prokaryote population is lower than it would be with 

sexual reproduction, the sheer size of the population and its rapid growtb ensures the presence 

of diverse individuals (Whitman et al. 1998). 

In prokaryotes, the different mechanisms of gene transfer are said to be horizontal because 

they take place from one organism to anotber. They are tbus different from vertical gene 

transfers that happen between parents and progeny. 
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Figure 23. Mechanism of conjugation in Gram- bacteria 

The relaxasome ( composed of the relaxase (R), the Integration Host Factor (IHF) and the Accessory Pro teins (AP)) 
processes the DNA. The relaxasome is recruited to the translocation pore by a relaxase-VirD4 interaction (left); the 

relaxase-ssDNA is then transferred via the translocation pore and the pilus (right) from the donor cell (bottom right) to 
the recipient cell (top right) . (Figure copied from Ilangovan et al. 2015). 



The importance of horizontal gene transfer (HGT) for the evolution of prokaryotes should not 
be understated. Indeed, it plays an important role in the adaptation of bacteria to their 
environment: for example, it is the main drive for the spread of resistance genes in pathogenic 
bacteria (Shoemaker et al. 2001). While in eukaryotes gene duplication plays a major role in 
the expansion of protein families, this role is played by HGT in prokaryotes (Treangen and 

Rocha 2011 ). Because there is a constant flux of genes between bacteria and because each 
bacterium possesses only a part of all the genes available, bacterial genomes must be 
discussed in terms of pangenome. One example: the genome of a single E. coli contains 
~4200 protein-coding genes (Blattner et al. 1997), but the pangenome of the species contains 
~90000 genes (Land et al. 2015). 

The three well-known mechanisms of HGT in bacteria are conjugation, transduction, and 
transformation. Another mechanism, Gene Transfer Agents, will also be discussed. 

1.3.2.1. Conjugation: DNA injection 
Conjugation consists of the translocation of DNA from a donor bacterium to a receiver 
bacterium; this mechanism is present in both Gram-positive and Gran-negative bacteria. 
Conjugation is mediated by two mobile genetic elements (MGE): conjugative plasmids and 
integrating conjugative elements (ICEs)9 (Goessweiner-mohr et al. 2014). The transferred 
MGEs can contain virulence genes such as toxins or antibiotic resistance genes, among other 
genes (Douard et al. 2010). Conjugation is indeed one of the causes of the emergence of 
multidrug-resistant bacteria (Ilangovan et al. 2015). Although conjugation typically happens 
between bacteria of the same species, it can also happen between bacteria of different species, 
and even between bacteria and human cells (Femandez-Gonzalez et al. 2011). 
In the case of plasmids, the first step of conjugation is the processing of the origin of transfer 
of the plasmid ( oriT) by a protein complex called the relaxosome, whose function is to 
produce a single strand version of the DNA to be transferred (Figure 23). The main 
component of the relaxosome is called the relaxase: it binds to the oriT and cleaves one strand 
of the DNA. The relaxase stays attached to the 5' end of the nicked DNA throughout the 
transfer and releases the 3' end (Draper et al. 2005). In the case ofICEs, there is an extra step: 
because it is integrated into the genome of the donor bacterium, the ICE needs to be excised 
into a circular dsDNA molecule before transmission (Johnson and Grossman 2015). 

The transfer itself is mediated by the type IV secretion system (T4SS) of the donor cell. The 
T4SS is composed of a translocation channel (that encompasses both membranes in Gram
negative bacteria), a pilus that links both donor and recipient ce lis' cytoplasm, and A TPases 
supplying energy to the system. Once the pilus is attached to the recipient cell, the relaxase
ssDNA complex goes through the translocation channel and the pilus toward the recipient 
cell. In the case of a plasmid, it is re-circularized in the recipient cell once the transfer is 
completed. The single strand plasmid in both donor and recipient cells is replicated. The result 

is the presence of a double-stranded plasmid in both the donor and the recipient cells 
(Ilangovan et al. 2015). In the case ofICEs, there is again an extra step: after transfer and 

9 ICEs are a type of chromosomal island, i.e. a discrete region of the genome of a bacterium that is acquired by 
HGT and flanked by direct repeats . 
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Figure 24. Mechanism of gcneralized transduction 

During phage lysis, the host (the donor bacterium) genome is broken into pieces. About 1 % of the phage particles will 
integrate host DNA. When the DNA is injected into a new cell (the recipient bacterium), it can be integrated in its 

genome by homologous recombination. (Figure copied from Griffiths et al. 2005) . 
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Figure 25. Mechanism of specialized transduction 

When they enter the lytic cycle, prophages are excised by Xis. But abnormal excision can happen, in which case 
neighboring regions are included in the excised phage. For the phage À., it means the formation of either À.dgal or À.dbio 

particles (A). After injection in a new cell, the DNA can be integrated either by prophage integration (top) or by 
homologous recombination (bottom) (B). (Figure adapted from Griffiths et al. 2005). 



replication, an ICE-encoded integrase integrates the ICE in both the donor and the recipient 
cells' genome (Johnson and Grossman 2015). 

Due to the differences in the structure of the cell envelope, the main difference between 
Gram-positive and Gram-negative conjugation resides in the composition and structure of the 
translocation channel, but the overall process is similar between the two types of bacteria 
(Goessweiner-mohr et al. 2014). 

1.3.2.2. HGT mediated by phages: transduction 
Transduction encompasses two different mechanisms of DNA transfer in prokaryotes: 
generalized and specialized transduction. In the two mechanisms, bacteriophage particles are 

packaged with host genomic DNA that can then be transferred to a new host. 

During the lytic phase of a phage infection (i.e. when the phage starts producing particles), the 
host genome is broken into pieces. At that stage, phage DNA is packaged into phage particles 
in a sequence-specific way. But it happens that host DNA is packaged in the particles instead 
of phage DNA (~ l % of the particles (Penadés et al. 2015)): these particles are called 
transducing phages. The DNA can then be injected into a new host cell, where the DNA can 
be integrated by homologous recombination (Griffiths et al. 2005) (Figure 24). Although this 
process is called generalized transduction, it still relies on pac or cos10 homologs that are 
scattered throughout the genome (Penadés et al. 2015). 

Specialized transduction relies on a different mechanism. Temperate phages always integrate 
the host genome at a specific site, the att site (attachment site (Casjens and Hendrix 2015)). 
For instance, the prophage À (i.e. the integrated phage À) is always inserted between the gal 
and the bio loci in E. coli genome. When the lytic cycle is induced, the prophage is excised at 
both ends by the phage-encoded protein Xis (Casjens and Hendrix 2015). Rarely, an abnormal 
excision happens: the excised and packaged DNA contains the genomic locus localized 
directly left or right of the prophage. The resulting phage partiel es are called À.dgal or À<lbio 
(Griffiths et al. 2005). As for generalized transduction, the DNA can be injected into a new 
host cell by the phage particle, where the DNA can be integrated via homologous 
recombination, or via prophage integration (Figure 25) This mechanism is called specialized 
transduction because only certain genes can be transferred, the genes located next to the att 

sites. 

lt should be noted that genes of interest for bacteria can be carried by the phage genome itself. 
Those genes include toxins, such as botulinum, cholera or diphtheria toxin (Penadés et al. 

2015). 

1.3.2.3. Transformation 
In bacteria, transformation is a natural process consisting of the intemalization and integration 
in the genome of exogenous DNA via homologous recombination. Unlike conjugation and 
transduction, transformation is mediated by the recipient cell and not by the donor cell nor by 

phages. 

10 signal sequence recognized by phage proteins for phage particle packaging. 
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Figure 26. Mechanism of transformation 

A transformation pilus captures free floating dsDNA. In Gram-negative bacteria, the dsDNA passes through the outer 
membrane via the Pi!Q secretine channel. The inner membrane is crossed via the ComA pore (ComEC in Gram-positive 
bacteria). One strand of the DNA is degraded, it enters the cellas ssDNA. ssDNA is bound by DrpA (DNA processing 

protein A) which recruits RecA (Recombinase A). Rec A promotes a homology search and the formation of a 
heteroduplex. The homology with the imported DNA is either total or partial, with homology only on the left and right 

part of the imported DNA. (Figure modified from Johnston et al. 2014). 



Transformation is an active process and requires a specific and conserved protein macbinery 

(Jobnston et al. 2014). More tban 80 species ofbacteria bave been sbown to be naturally 

transformable, botb Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria (Jobnsborg et al. 2007). The 

main difference between Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria resides in the 

internalization of the dsDNA (Figure 26). 

Bacteria bave a transformation pilus (Tfp) to capture the free dsDNA and to bring it back to 

the cell (Hobbs and Mattick 1993). The dsDNA tben passes tbrougb the membrane via a 

transmembrane cbannel (two for Gram-negative) and once inside the cytoplasm one strand of 

the DNA is degraded by a protease. Upon internalization, the ssDNA is bound by the protein 

DprA (DNA processing protein A), wbich will recruit RecA (Recombinase A). The ssDNA is 

covered by RecA, wbicb will promote a homology search in the genome, and tben the 

formation of a transformation beteroduplex (Mortier-Barrière et al. 2007). The integrated 

DNA can be either fully bomologous to the region of integration or only bomologous on the 

left and right end. 

1.3.2.4. Gene Transfer Agents 

Gene Transfer Agents (GTAs) are phage-like entities tbat contain random pieces of the 

genome oftbe cell (bacteria or archaea) that produced tbem (Lang et al. 2012). 

The process works as follow: GTA-encoding genes encode capsid proteins and other proteins 

tbat will produce pbage-like particles. Each particle is packaged with random genomic DNA 

and liberated by cell lysis. The packaged DNA can be injected into anotber cell (like phage 

DNA), and integrated by homologous recombination in a RecA-dependent way (Gentbner and 

Wall 1984). 

This mecbanism resembles transduction in the sense tbat the two mecbanisms transfer 

genomic DNA from one cell to another via phage particles (Figure 27). The first difference is 

that, for transduction, the packaging of genomic DNA instead of phage DNA is a rather rare 

accident, wbereas for GT As the packaging is random: all loci of the genome bave the same 

probability to be packaged (Hynes et al. 2012). Anotber difference witb phages is tbat all the 

genes necessary to produce a GTA particle (such as capsid proteins, terminase, etc.) do not fit 

in a single particle. lt means that the ability to produce GTA particles cannot be transferred 

witb a single GTA particle: for example, the gene cluster encoding the RcGTA (a GTA 

present in the bacterium R. capsulatus, the first GTA discovered (Marrs 1974)) is ~ 14kb long 

(Lang and Beatty 2000), but the DNA contained in a particle is only 4kb long (Yen et al. 

1979). 

The impact of GT As on gene transfer is important: an experiment on oceanic bacterial 

communities bas sbown tbat the GTA-induced DNA transfer rate was bigber tban 

transformation (from 1900 times to 459 million times bigber) and transduction (from 650.000 

times to 31 million times bigber) in similar conditions (McDaniel et al. 2010). 

1.3.2.5. Eukaryotes: elusive HGTs 

Unlike in prokaryotes, HGTs are not widespread in eukaryotes. Besides genes originating 

from endosymbionts or viruses (see below), tbeir very existence remains controversial. 

Indeed, two recent articles from the same team (Ku et al. 2015a; Ku and Martin 2016) bave 
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Figure 27 Differences between GT A (A) and phages (B) 

The GT A-encoding genes are located in the genome. Genomic DNA fragments are randomly packaged in phage-like 
particles and thus only a small percentage contain GT A-encoding genes (red). These genes cannot all fit in a single 

particle (A). Phage DNA can be integrated in the host genome (prophage), but the packaging of the phage particle is 
specific for phage DNA (orange). Only a small proportion of capsids contain host DNA (blue) (B). The particles size is 
also different: phage particles are bigger. Both GT A and phage particles require cell lysis to be released. (Figure copied 

from Lang et al. 2012). 



cast a shadow on the scientific field of HGTs in eukaryotes. They have shown that most HGT 
daims can be explained by contaminations, sequences of plastid origin and differential gene 
loss (loss of a gene in certain lineages, retention in others). 

The low level ofHGT in eukaryotes can be explained by the fact that, compared to 
prokaryotes, the acquisition and integration of foreign genes is more complicated. In 
multicellular organisms, only certain specialized cells will produce gametes and therefore 
transferred DNA has to be integrated into those cells to be transmitted. Those cells are often 
well protected in higher organisms representing an obstacle to DNA transfer. Moreover, no 
general molecular mechanism of HGT has been clearly identified in eukaryotes (barring HGT 
from endosymbionts and viruses). 

Many scientific papers came up with daims about widespread HGT in eukaryotes: it was the 
case for the human genome (Lander et al. 2001) or more recently for the genome of the 
tardigrade Hybsibius dujardini (Boothby et al. 2015). In both cases, the claims were later 
moderated, the culprit being contaminations in the sequencing data and assembling errors 
(Takahashi et al. 2001; Koutsovoulos et al. 2016). 

1.3.2.5. l. Endosymbiotic gene transfers: from endosymbionts to the nucleus 

The endosymbiotic theory, stating that mitochondria and chloroplasts result from the 
'domestication' of bacteria (respectively a-proteobacteria and cyanobacteria), is largely 
accepted today. A key process of endosymbiosis is the transfer of genes from the 
domesticated bacteria to the nuclear genome, this phenomenon is called Endosymbiotic Gene 
Transfer (EGT) (Timmis et al. 2004). The transferred DNA is often called either NUMTs 
(nuclear integrant of mitochondrial DNA) or NUPTs (nuclear integrant of plast DNA). The 
genes transferred from the chloroplast genome account for - 15-20% of the nuclear genomes 
in photosynthetic eukaryotes (Ku et al. 2015b). 

The transfer of DNA from endosymbionts to host genome is not limited to mitochondria and 
chloroplasts. Wolbachia pipientis is an intracellular a-proteobacteria present in nematodes and 
in at least 20% of the insects, also present in germ cells and heritable, like mitochondria and 
chloroplasts (Stouthamer et al. 1999). Widespread transfers were detected from this bacterial 
endosymbiont into the host genome, with fragment size ranging from <500pb to almost the 
whole Wolbachia pipientis genome (Dunning Hotopp et al. 2007). 

1.3 .2.5.2. HGT mediated by viruses 

Viruses that can integrate into the eukaryote host genome have been known for more than a 
century (Coffin et al. 1997). Those viruses, called retroviruses, include well-known pathogens 
such as HIV. Most often, they are not integrated into the germ line and are thus not 
transmitted. But when they do integrate into the genome of germ line cells, they can be 
vertically transmitted and potentially become fixed in the population, in which case they are 
called Endogenous Viral Elements (EVEs). This process is called indigenization (Feschotte 
and Gilbert 2012). They are not limited to ancient retroviruses as EVEs originating from all 
major types of viruses have been detected (Katzourakis and Gifford 2010). 

Far from being only a burden to the host, EVEs can be a source of useful novel genetic 
material. First, they are a source of novel promoters, enhancers and polyadenylation signais. 
Although rather rare, promoters of viral origin can act as tissue-specific promoters, in addition 
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to general promoters (Cohen et al. 2009). In the human genome, ~ 7% of all Transcription 

Start Sites (TSSs) are thought to originate from EVEs (Conley et al. 2008). 

Second, they are a source of novel genes. The most famous example is the syncytin genes, 
necessary for the formation of the mammalian placenta: their origin is the viral envelope gene 
env. It has also been shown that this gene has been domesticated independently at least six 
times in the evolutionary history of mammals (Rawn and Cross 2008). The function ofthese 
genes in the formation of the placenta is similar to their function in viruses, i.e. cell membrane 
fusion (Feschotte and Gilbert 2012). 

1.3 .2.5.3. Bdelloid rotifers: once again an exception? 
Bdelloid rotifers are currently the metazoan with the highest number of horizontally 

transferred genes of non-metazoan origin ever detected: 8 to 14% of its genome (depending 
on the species) are potential HGTs (Gladyshev et al. 2008; Boschetti et al. 2012; Flot et al. 

2013). 

A value of 8% was calculated from the whole genome sequencing of Adineta vaga, using the 
Alien Index (AI) method (Flot et al. 2013). The AI is based on a BLAST result calculating the 
difference between the best metazoan E-value and the best non-metazoan E-value; if a gene 
had an AI value over 45, it was considered to be horizontally transferred (Gladyshev et al. 
2008; Flot et al. 2013). Among the potential HGTs, more than 20% were present in four 
copies, which suggest that they predate the tetraploidization of the genome. These 20 % also 
had a GC content closer to the genome average, and the number of introns was higher than for 
other transferred genes, suggesting that they are ancient. Out of all potential HGT in A. vaga, 

60 were thought to be very recent: only one copy was found, no intron present and a GC 
content with more than 1 % of difference to the genome average. 

A value of 10% was calculated from a transcriptome analysis of another bdelloid species, 
Adineta ricciae, using the hu index, an approach similar to the AI method (Boschetti et al. 
2012). 83% of the potential HGTs were enzymes, which are probably easier to ' domesticate' 
than proteins involved in protein-protein interactions and regulatory processes. 

A comparison between the Adineta vaga genome and the Adineta ricciae transcriptome 
(Hespeels et al. 2014b) found orthologues among the potential HGT, some of them being 
organized in quartets. This finding tends to confirm that HGT in bdelloid rotifers happened a 

long time ago, before the tetraploidization event and radiation of bdelloid rotifers. Three 
potential genes acquired horizontally were even found in both Adineta sequences and in the 
monogonont rotifer B. plicatilis, suggesting that HGTs could predate the divergence bdelloid
monogonont. Among the ricciae-vaga orthologues with a potential foreign origin, a high 
proportion of CAZymes ( carbohydrates-related enzymes) and enzymes involved in 
antioxidant production and detoxification (three processes necessary for desiccation 
resistance) were found. 

The same team that studied the transcriptome of Adineta ricciae later performed a sirnilar 
study on four bdelloid rotifers species of the genus Rotaria: Rotaria magnacalcarata, R. 
socialis, R. sordida and R. tardigrada sampled in distinct habitat types. The first two species 
live in permanent freshwater habitats that do not dry out, the third species lives in mosses and 
experiences frequent desiccation, the fourth species lives in ephemeral pools of water also 
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The trophozoite form migrates toward the lower intestine and become encysted. lnside the cyst, the two nuclei replicate. 
When it is in the stomach of a new host, excystation starts and the excyzoite form exits the cyst. After two divisions, the 
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Figure 29. Diplomixis: Giardia hypothetical mechanism of recombination. 

Simplified Giardia cells with its two nuclei, only one pair ofhomologous chromosomes is represented (A). During 
encystation, both nuclei <livides. During that step, the two nuclei fuse and recombination takes place (B). (Figure copied 
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drying up but less frequently than mosses (Eyres et al. 2015) The proportion of potential 
HGTs was higher in Rotaria than in the two Adineta species, with values ranging from 9.5% 
to 14.1 %. A large part of those genes was shared by at least two species ( and thus potentially 
more ancient) while the GC content of potential foreign genes unique to one species 
suggested more recent acquisitions (Eyres et al. 2015) There was also a significant 
relationship between habitat type and the proportion of foreign genes: the more frequent the 
Rotaria species experienced desiccation, the more foreign genes its genome contained with R. 
sordida having the highest percentage (14.1 % ). Like in A. ricciae, most protein-coding genes 
of potential foreign origin were enzymes, including enzymes for the catabolism of plant, 
fungal and bacterial cell walls, probably contributing to energy extraction from food. 

They also compared the transcriptomes of the four Rotaria species with the one of Adineta 
ricciae in a more quantitative approach. More than one-third of potential HGTs found in 
Rotaria species were also found in A. ricciae, but genes of potential foreign origin associated 
with desiccation resistance found in Adineta ricciae were not found in the desiccation
sensitive R. magnacalcarata and R. socialis while they were present in the more desiccation
resistant R. sordida and R. tardigrada. 

The repeated findings of high rates ofHGTs in different species ofbdelloid rotifers tend to 
confirm their exceptional capacity among the animals to acquire non-metazoan genes 
horizontally. The fact that in bdelloids a high proportion of genes of potential foreign origin 
are associated with desiccation tolerance and that these genes are more present in frequently 
desiccating bdelloid species tend to confirm the hypothesis that HGTs have had an important 

effect on the evolution and adaptation of bdelloids, namely for their capacity to withstand 
desiccation. 

There is no consensus about how foreign genes are acquired by bdelloids. It has been 
proposed that foreign genes are integrated during rehydration following desiccation 
(Gladyshev and Meselson 2008; Hespeels et al. 2014a). Indeed, during desiccation, the 
genome ofbdelloids is broken into small fragments that are then reassembled during 
rehydration. Foreign DNA (from the environment or from bacteria present in the digestive 
tract) could find its way to the syncytial germarium into the oocytes during desiccation and 
then be integrated into the genome during DNA repair upon rehydration (Hespeels et al. 
2014b). 

1.3.3 . Other mechanisms of gene exchange 

1.3.3.1. Giardia intestinalis: diplomixis 
Giardia intestinalis is a flagellated protozoan parasite that causes diarrhea in human. Each 
individual contains two genetically different diploid nuclei; they can thus be considered 
tetraploid. 

During infection, the trophozoite form of Giardia adheres to the intestinal epithelium. The 
migration toward the lower intestine triggers the encystation (Figure 28). At the same time, 
the two nuclei replicate and the resulting cyst contains four nuclei. When the cyst is in an 
acidic environment (such as in the stomach of a new host) , excystation is triggered and the 
excyzoite form exits the cyst. The excyzoite <livides twice to give four diploid trophozoites 

(Ankarklev et al. 2010). 
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Figure 30. Mating of Candida albicans 

a and a cells switch from white to opaque form. Mating projections are produced after pheromones signaling, the fusion 
of the projections of an a and an a cell forms the mating zygote, the two nuclei fuse. The nucleus undergoes replication 

and one daughter nucleus enters the budding daughter cell. Multiple divisions of the daughter cell occur and cells 
eventually return to a diploid state after concerted chromosome loss. (Figure copied from Bennett 2015). 



But the chromosomes of the two nuclei are not always segregated in their respective nuclei 

like it was once thought. Indeed, recombination between the chromosomes of the two nuclei 

has been detected. The proposed mechanism is called 'diplomixis ' and consists of the partial 

fusion of the nuclei allowing recombination between two chromosomes (Figure 29) 
(Poxleitner et al. 2008). The linkage between the chromosomes and the nuclear envelope 
observed during diplomixis could reduce the risk of aneuploidy (i.e. an abnormal number of 

chromosomes, that could be caused here by a transfer of a chromosome from one nucleus to 
the other) and still allow recombination between nuclei (Carpenter et al. 2012). The process is 
still hypothetical and although joined nuclei were observed by electron microscopy, it is not 

known whether it is due to the nuclear division that happens during encystation or due to 
diplomixis (Poxleitner et al. 2008). This process of recombination without meiosis could also 

explain why the allele sequence divergence (ASD) is so low in the tetraploid genome of 
Giardia (less than 0.01 % (Morrison et al. 2007)) . In conclusion, diplomixis is a mechanism of 

gene exchange between nuclei, but not between individuals. 

1.3.3.2. Candida albicans: parasexual cycle 
The yeast Candida albicans is the most common fungal pathogen in humans. Like 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae (another species of yeast), C. albicans reproduces by mating, 
except that it does not rely on meiosis. In nature, C. albicans is usually diploid (2n=16) and 

can be present in two mating types: a and a (determined by MTL- mating-type-like - genes) 
(Hull and Johnson 1999). 

Candida albicans cells can be found in two forms: the 'sterile' white form or the mating

competent opaque form, the switch between the two forms being possible in both directions. 
Pheromone signaling between a and a cells triggers the formation of mating projections. The 
two mating projections fuse and form the mating zygote. The two nuclei subsequently fuse 
(karyogamy). The tetraploid nucleus <livides and one of the daughter nuclei segregates in the 
newly formed bud, before separation from the mating zygote (Figure 30) (Bennett 2015). 

COs can happen between the a and a chromosomes, like in meiotic organisms (Forche et al. 
2008). 

The tetraploid daughter cells can <livide by mitosis but they will eventually retum to a diploid 
state by a process called ' concerted chromosome Joss' (Figure 31) (Bennett and Johnson 

2003). The hypothesized process of chromosome loss is successive unequal divisions with 

non-disjunction of chromosomes. The result is cells with tetrasomic, trisomie or disomic 
chromosomes (i.e. in respectively four, three and two copies). Eventually, cells retum to a 
diploid state, with two copies of each chromosome (Hickman et al. 2015). These cells can be 
either a, a or a/a, depending on the MTL genes present. The hybrid a/a cells are viable, but 
cannot switch to the mating-competent opaque form (Miller and Johnson 2002). 

The parasexual cycle is similar to the classical sexual reproduction with the presence of COs, 
random chromosome reassortment and outcrossing. The main difference is how ploidy is 

reduced: random chromosome loss in the parasexual cycle while a reductional division takes 

place in the conventional sexual cycle. 
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Figure 31: Parasexual cycle: mechanism of ploidy reduction 

The fusion of the nuclei of the a and a cells results in a tetraploid mating zygote. Diploidy will be recovered through a 
series of unequal divisions, as tetraploidy is relatively unstable. If we focus on a chromosome set, chromatids of each of 
three of the four homologous chromosomes segregate. For the first one (red arrow), there is no disruption of the sister 
chromatids and it results in two aneuploid nuclei (in that case, one will be tetrasomic and the other trisomie). Unequal 

divisions continue until all chromosomes are disomic. Ploidy reduction is a process that takes place over many 
divisions, as unequal divisions do not involve all cells and chromosomes. Moreover, the parasexual cycle is a process of 
random chromosome losses since the offspring can end up with two copies of a chromosome originating from the a cell. 



2. Objectives of this master thesis 

As we have seen in the introduction, gene exchanges between metazoans appears essential in 
the long-term evolution. Despite what was once thought, "asexual" bdelloid rotifers seem to 
exchange genes. Because their genome is not compatible with conventional sexual 

reproduction, another mechanism must be at play. Numerous other mechanisms could 
potentially replace conventional meiosis: atypical form of meiosis (such as Oenothera-like 

meiosis), horizontal gene transfer, parasexuality or some other unknown mechanism. 

The objective of this mas ter thesis was to identify signatures of gene exchanges in bdelloid 

rotifers sampled in the wild and belonging to different genera and families . To do so, we 

performed two independent population genetic studies applying methods used in Debortoli et 
al. (2016). In this work however, e_ach individual was cultivated clonally in the laboratory 
prior to being analyzed genetically to enable subsequent analyses. 

The method we applied here to study gene exchanges only focuses on a few loci. As a 
consequence, will not be able to pinpoint the exact mechanisms of gene exchange in 

bdelloids. As such, this master thesis is an exploratory study, with the further objective of 

performing whole genome sequencing on the potential individuals of interest. 
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Organism or genome of origin GenBank accession Genome coordinates 
number 

Macrotrachela quadricornifera KR133439.l 
isolate CRI (Signorovitch et al. 

2015) 
Macrotrachela quadricornifera KR133440.1 
isolate CR2 (Signorovitch et al. 

2015) 
Macrotrachela quadricornifera KR133441.l 
isolate MAI (Signorovitch et al. 

2015) 
Macrotrachela quadricornifera KR133442.l 
isolate MA2 (Signorovitch et al. 

2015) 
Macrotrachela quadricornifera KR133443.1 
isolate MMl (Signorovitch et al. 

2015) 
Macrotrachela quadricornifera KR133444.l 
isolate MM2 (Signorovitch et al. 

2015) 
Adineta vaga ' génoscope ' scaffold_ l 7:305,000 .. 318,000 

Adineta vaga 'génoscope' scaffold _ 3 :597 ,000 .. 608,000 

Adineta vaga 'génoscope' (cDNA) scaffold _ 3 :597 ,000 .. 608,000 

Adineta vaga 'wi ld ' Scaffold_344:0 .. 10,000 

Adineta vaga 'wi ld ' Scaffold_25:538,000 .. 546,000 

Adineta vaga (Hur et al. 2009) EU652315.l 

Habrotrochidae genome flattened_line_3532:23,000 .. 28,000 

Habrotrochidae genome flattened_line_ l 371 :22,000 .. 27,000 

Philodina roseola (Hur et al. 2009) EU6523 15.l 

Philodina roseola (Hur et al. 2009) EU850440.l 

Table 1. Sequences present in the alignment used to design primers for the HisA marker 



3. Materials and methods 
3 .1. Sampling 

As two independent population genetic studies were performed, two different samplings were 

done. 

3 .1.1. F irst sampling 
For the first sampling, 41 samples of lichens, mosses, tree barks and soil patch es were 
collected in the Parc du Domaine d'Haugimont at different places (on the ground or on trees) 
at different time points over the course of nine months. The samples of moss and lichen were 
hydrated overnight in separate Petri dishes with Spa water. The day after the sampling, every 
individual bdelloid was placed separately in a well of a 24-well plate, with the objective to 
found a clonal population. 

Individuals were determined morphologically to the family level. 

3 .1.2. Second sampling 
The same protocol was followed for the second sampling, except that only moss samples from 
the ground (11 in total) were harvested the same day (08-18-2016) on a mining heap in 
Courcelles. This time, only the individuals of the bdelloid family Adinetidae were isolated 
and became the founder of clonai populations. Individuals were determined morphologically 
to the species level (morphospecies) . 

3.2. Bdelloid rotifers culture 
3 .2.1. First sampling 

Colonies were cultured in Spa water and fed once a week with filtered and autoclaved lettuce 
juice (1 0µL per well). Cultures were kept in an incubator (Lovibond Thermostatic Cabinet) at 

25°c. 

3.2.2. Second sampling 
Colonies were cultured in Spa water, in wells coated with corn meal agar (Sigma-Aldrich, ref. 
42347-500G-F) (17g/L). With this method, feeding is unnecessary. Cultures were also kept in 
an incubator at 25°C. In case of some contamination (bacterial biofilm, algae, etc.), the water 
was replaced. 

3.3. Development of PCR primers for HisA, HisB, HspA, and 
HspB 

For the second population genetic study, one of the goals was to observe the same patterns of 

allele sharing as in Signorovitch et al. 2015. To increase the likelihood of observing such 
patterns, we decided to use the same markers (HisA, HisB, HspA and HspB). As the species 
studied were not the same (Macrotrachela quadricornifera in Signorovitch et al. 2015; 
different Adineta species here ), we had to design new pairs of PCR primers. Another 
objective was to develop primers that could work on as many bdelloid species as possible and 
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Organism or genome of origin GenBank accession Genome coordinates 
number 

Macrotrachela quadricornifera KR133445.l 
isolate CRI (Signorovitch et al. 

2015) 
Macrotrachela quadricornifera KR133446.l 

isolate CR2 (Signorovitch et al. 
2015) 

Macrotrachela quadricornifera KR133451.l 
isolate MAI (Signorovitch et al. 

2015) 
Macrotrachela quadricornifera KR133452.l 
isolate MA2 (Signorovitch et al. 

20 15) 
Macrotrachela quadricornifera KR133453.l 
isolate MMl (Signorovitch et al. 

2015) 
Macrotrachela quadricornifera KR133454.l 
isolate MM2 (Signorovitch et al. 

2015) 
Macrotrachela quadricornifera KR133449.J 

isolate LHI (Signorovitch et al. 
20 15) 

Macrotrachela quadricornifera KR133450.l 
isolate LH2 (Signorovitch et al. 

2015) 
Macrotrachela quadricornifera KR133447 .1 
isolate HRl (Signorovitch et al. 

2015) 
Macrotrachela quadricornifera KR133448.l 
isolate HR2 (Signorovitch et al. 

2015) 
Macrotrachela quadricornifera KR133455. l 
isolate MQ 1 (Signorovitch et al. 

2015) 
Macrotrachela quadricornifera KR133456.l 
isolate MQ2 (Signorovitch et al. 

2015) 
Adineta vaga 'génoscope' scaffold _252:57,000 .. 71,000 

Adineta vaga 'génoscope' scaffold_345: 143,000 .. 158,000 

Adineta vaga 'génoscope' (cDNA) scaffold _345: 143,000 .. 158,000 

Adineta vaga 'wild ' Scaffold_848:18,000 .. 31,000 

Adineta vaga 'wi ld ' Scaffold _ 100:294,000 .. 306,000 

Habrotrochidae genome flattened_line_5436:4,000 .. 14,000 

Habrotrochidae genome flattened_line_ 4455: 10,000 .. 20,000 

Table 2. Sequences present in the alignment used to design primers for the HisB marker. 



not only on the Adineta genus. This was done by designing primers on conserved sites using 

alignments containing many distinct bdelloid sequences. 

It should be noted that the markers HisA, HisB, HspA, and HspB are each located in a larger 
genomic region (respectively hisA, hisB, hspA, and hspB). Each region comprises several 
genes. The hisB region, for instance, comprises the following genes: 

transmembrane protein 66, histone H4, histone H3, histone H2B, osteopetrosis associated 

transmemebrane protein, and cleft lip and palate associated transmembrane protein. 

3 .3 .1. Alignment 
In the sequence alignment used to design the primers, sequences of the following bdelloid 

species were included: Macrotrachela quadricornifera, Adineta vaga (two different genomes, 

the published genome called 'génoscope genome' and the 'wi ld genome'), one species of the 
family Habrotrochidae and Philodina roseola. The precise sequences (GenBank accession 

number or genome coordinates) used for each marker are compiled in Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4. 
The sequences of M quadricornifera were the ones published in Signorovitch et al. 2015. The 
sequences of the published genome of Adineta vaga (Flot et al. 2013) were retrieved with the 

BLAT program on the génoscope website (the website hosting the genome, 
www.genoscope.cns.fr/adineta/), using M quadricornifera sequences as input. The two best 
hits were included in the alignment. We included 2kb upstream and downstream of each hit, 

to be sure that the entire sequence was selected. In parallel, the predicted cDNA sequences 

were also included in order to know whether our primers hybridize on introns or exons. We 
also performed a local BLAST (blastn algorithm) with BioEdit 7.2.5 (Hall 1999) on the other 

genome of A dine ta vaga (' A dine ta vaga wild ' ) and on the draft genome of the Habrotrochidae 

species, both being sequenced within the LEGE group. Again, the two best hits (including 2kb 
upstream and downstream) were included in the alignment. Finally, we also performed a 
BLAST against the NCBI sequence library (blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi, blastn program). 
The best hits to bdelloid species were included in the alignment in order to enhance the 
diversity. 

Sequences obtained above were aligned with MAFFT (Katoh and Standley 2013) and the 

resulting alignment was visualized and trimmed with MEGA6 (Kumar et al. 2016). The 

trimming was determined with the M quadricornifera sequences as these were the shortest. 

3.3.2. Primer picking 
The pro gram used to pick the primers was the online version of Primer3 

(http://bioinfo.ut.ee/primer3-0.4.0/) (Untergasser et al. 2012), with one Adineta vaga sequence 
as input. Default settings were used (GC content, Tm, length). 

To ensure the ' universality' of our primers, we checked whether the pairs of primers met the 

following conditions using the alignment: 

• Amplicon size between 400 and 900bp 

• Primers hybridize on exons 

• Primers hybridize on a region conserved across bdelloid species. Primers presenting a 

mismatch with the sequence of one species in the last 5bp of the 3' side were excluded. 

• The inclusion of (at least) one intron in the amplicon to enhance variability. 
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Organism or genome of origin GenBank accession Genome coordinates 
number 

Macrotrachela quadricornifera KR133457.l 
isolate CRI (Signorovitch et al. 

2015) 
Macrotrachela quadricornifera KR133458 .l 
isolate CR2 (Signorovitch et al. 

2015) 
Macrotrachela quadricornifera KR133459.l 
isolate MAI (Signorovitch et al. 

2015) 
Macrotrachela quadricornifera KR133460.l 
isolate MA2 (Signorovitch et al. 

2015) 
Macrotrachela quadricornifera KR133461.l 
isolate MMI (Signorovitch et al. 

2015) 
Macrotrachela quadricornifera KR133462.l 
isolate MM2 (Signorovitch et al. 

2015) 
Adineta vaga 'génoscope' scaffold 407:95600 .. 98699 

Adineta vaga 'wild' Scaffold _ 2054: 16,000 .. 21,000 

Table 3. Sequences present in the alignment used to design primers for the HspA marker 

Organism or genome of origin GenBank accession Genome coordinates 
number 

Macrotrachela quadricornifera KR133463.l 
isolate CRI (Signorovitch et al. 

2015) 
Macrotrachela quadricornifera KR133464.l 
isolate CR2 (Signorovitch et al. 

2015) 
Macrotrachela quadricornifera KR133465.l 
isolate MAI (Signorovitch et al. 

2015) 
Macrotrachela quadricornifera KR133466.l 
isolate MA2 (Signorovitch et al. 

2015) 
Macrotrachela quadricornifera KR133467.l 
isolate MMl (Signorovitch et al. 

2015) 
Macrotrachela quadricornifera KR133468.l 
isolate MM2 (Signorovitch et al. 

2015) 
Adineta vaga 'génoscope' scaffold _ 41 :430,300 . .434,999 

Adineta vaga 'génoscope' scaffold_25:678,700 .. 681,699 

Adineta vaga 'wild' Scaffold _ 495 :64,000 .. 70,000 

Adineta vaga 'wild' Scaffold_ 2037:5,000 .. 10,000 

Habrotrochidae genome flattened _line _ 261: 17,000 .. 22,000 

Habrotrochidae genome flattened _line _3774: 18,000 .. 24,000 

Table 4. Sequences present in the alignment used to design primers for the HspB marker 



To ensure that the primers were specific to the region of interest, the sequences of the primers 
were blasted (local BLAST, blastn algorithm) against the published genome of Adineta vaga 
using BioEdit. 

3.3.3. In vitro development 
The primers were tested on genomic DNA oftwo Habrotrochidae individuals (30-2A4 and 
13Dl), on two Philodinidae individuals (19Cl and 32A4) and two Adinetidae individuals (35-
1A4 and 38C3), with varying annealing temperatures (from 54 to 62°C). See below for the 
precise PCR conditions. 

The steps 3.3.1 - 3.3.3 were repeatedfor the four markers -HisA, HisB, HspA and HspB. 

3.4. Gen01nic DNA extraction 
Genomic DNA (gDNA) was always extracted from a single individual with the following 
protocol. 

Bach rotifer was isolated from its colony, washed twice in Spa water and put with the least 
amount of water (<5µL) in a 1.5mL Eppendorf tube. 

35µL of Bio-Rad InstaGene Matrix were added, along with lµL of proteinase K (Qiagen, 
20mg/mL), in the tube kept on ice. lt was then briefly vortexed and spun down. The tube was 
then heated at 56°C in a thermomixer (Eppendorf Thermomixer Comfort) at 300rpm for 
20min, and then at 95°C in a dry bath (Fisher Scientific Dry Bath FB15103) for lûmin. The 
supernatant containing the DNA was recovered from the tube after 5min of centrifugation at 
14500g (Eppendorf Centrifuge 5424) and placed in a new tube. 

3.5. Polymerase Chain Reaction and sequencing 
In total, seven different markers were used in the two genotyping efforts: one mitochondrial 
marker (COI) and six nuclear markers (28S, Scafl, CT2, HisA, HisB, and HspB). Primers 
used are compiled in Table 5. PCRs were carried on Biometra TProfessional Thermocyclers. 

The amplification and size of the PCR product was verified by running an electrophoresis gel 
with 5µL of each PCR product on 1 % agarose (Eutogentec Agarose (ref: EP-0010-05)) and 
stained with SYBR Safe (Invitrogen SYBR safe DNA Gel Stain (ref: 533102)). We used the 
VWR MiniGel II electrophoresis system and the Bio-RAD Universal Hood II imaging 
system, along with the Bio-Rad Image Lab 3.0 software for image capture. 

In order to implement the methods developed by Flot et al. (CHAMPURU, seqPHASE, 
PHASE) based on double peaks in chromatograms from heterozygous individuals, the 
remaining 20µL of every PCR product was sequenced (Sanger sequencing) in the forward and 
reverse direction. The sequencing of our samples was outsourced to Genewiz, UK 
(www.genewiz.com). 

3.5.1. cor 
The COI marker (661pb) is a part of the first subunit of the mitochondrial cytochrome C 
oxidase gene. It is one of the most common markers in animal genotyping; its PCR primers 
and conditions are optimized. 
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PRIMER SEQUENCE 
HCOI 5' -TAA ACT TCA GGG TGA CCA AAA AAT CA - 3' 
LCOI 5' -GGT CAA CAA ATC ATA AAG ATA TTG G- 3' 
CT2F 5' -AGT ACG TGG ACC TAT GGG TAT TGG- 3' 
CT2R 5' - CCT GGT GGA GTA TCA TCT ACT TTG ACA- 3' 

CT2-bis-F 5' -AGC ACG TGG ACC TAT GGG TAT T- 3' 
CT2-bis-R 5' - GGA GT A TCA TCT ACT TTG ACA CAA GC - 3' 

ScafflF 5'- GTG CTG CTG GAC TCA TAC TTG-3' 
ScafflR 5' - GAA CAA GCA AAA CAT GTT CGT - 3' 

28S 1 FCT (PCR) 5' - CGA GAC CGA TAG CGA ACA AGT ACC - 3' 
28S5RCT (PCR) 5' - GAG TCA AGC TCA ACA GGG TCT TCT T - 3' 

28S 2F (Sequencing) 5' - GAC CCG AAA GAT GGT GAA CT - 3' 
28S 2R (Sequencing) 5' - CGT CAG TCT TCA AAG TTC TCA TTT GA - 3' 
28S 3F (Sequencing) 5' - GCG TCG AAG GCT AAC ACG TGA - 3' 
28S 3R (Sequencing) 5' -TGT TTT AAT TAG ACA GTC GGA TTC C - 3' 

HisA-Pl-F 5' - AAT TCG TCC AAG CAC ATG TG - 3' 
HisA-Pl-R 5' - GGT TCG AAT TGT GTG CAT GC - 3' 
HisA-P2-F 5' - GCG TTC AAT AAT TCG TCC AAG C - 3' 
HisA-P2-R 5' - GIT GCT GTT CGT AAT GTT CCA TC- 3' 

HisB-F 5' -TTT CGT TTC TAT AIT CGT CAT CG - 3' 
HisB-R 5' - AA T TGA ATG TCC TTT GGC AT A A - 3' 
HspB-F 5' - ACA TTC GCT TTC CAA GCT G - 3' 
HspB-R 5' - GAT TTC TTT GTC ACG TTC TTT TTC -3 ' 

Table 5. List of all the primers used for the PCR and the sequencing. Unless stated otherwise, the same primers 
were used for the PCR and the sequencing 



The PCR mix for one sample consists of 13 .14µL of nuclease free water, 5µL of Promega 5x 
Green GoTaq Reaction Buffer (ref: M791A), 0.5µL of Promega dNTP mix (l0mM/dNTP), 
0.63µL of the forward and reverse primer (l00µM) , 0.lµL of Promega GoTaq G2 DNA 
polymerase (ref: 533102) and 5 µL of gDNA sample. 

The PCR conditions were 5min at 94°C (first denaturation) followed by 60 cycles consisting 
of 45s at 94°C (denaturation step), 45s at 40°C (annealing step) and 50s at 72°C (elongation 
step). The final elongation step was l0min at 72°C. 

3.5.2. 28S 
The 28S marker (approximately 2800pb) is part of the ITS2 (Internai Transcribed Spacer 2), 
the sequence separating the ribosomal genes 5.8S and 28S. This marker is present in multiple 
copies but evolves as a diploid marker due to gene conversion. 

The PCR mix for one sample consists of 13.SµL of nuclease free water, 5µL ofThermo 
Scientific 5x Phusion HF Buffer (ref: F-518), 0.5µL of Promega dNTP mix (l0mM/dNTP), 
0.25µL of the forward and reverse primer (l00µM) , 0.2µL ofThermo Scientific Phusion 
DNA Polymerase (2U/µL) (ref: F-530S), and 5µL of gDNA sample. 

The PCR conditions were 4min at 98°C (first denaturation step), followed by 35 cycles 
consisting of lûs at 98°C (denaturation step) and 95s at 72°C (annealing and elongation step). 

Because the amplified fragment of the 28S marker is too long to be sequenced in one go, only 
the central part of the amplicons was sequenced, using two dedicated pairs of primers. For the 
other markers, the primers used for sequencing were the same as those used for amplification. 

3.5.3. Scafl 
The Scafl marker (approximately 450pb) is located in the fourth exon of a gene ofunknown 
function present in two copies (gene ID in the published Adineta vaga genome: 
GSADVT00000166001 and GSADVT00000532001), one gene is found on the scaffold 1 and 
the other on the scaffold 94 of the published A. vaga genome. 

The PCR mix for one sample consists of 12.3µL of nuclease free water, 5µL of Promega 5x 
Green GoTaq Reaction Buffer (ref: M791A), 0.5µL of Promega dNTP mix (l0mM/dNTP), 
lµL of the forward and reverse primer (l00µM), 0.2µL of Promega GoTaq G2 DNA 
polymerase (ref: 533102) and 5 µL of gDNA sample. 

The PCR conditions was 5min at 95°C (first denaturation) followed by 60 cycles consisting of 
45s at 94°C (denaturation step), 45s at 54°C (annealing step) and 50s at 72°C (elongation 
step ). The final elongation step was 1 0min at 72°C. 

3.5.4. CT2 
The CT2 marker (approximately 450pb) is located in a potentially horizontally transferred 
gene (gene of non-metazoan origin) present in two copies in the published Adineta vaga 

genome (gene ID: GSADVT00042228001 and GSADVT00060974001). Two different pairs 
of primers were used, each requiring its own PCR pro gram. The first pair was designed to 
amplify CT2 in ' ail' bdelloid rotifer species while the second was designed to work on 
Adineta vaga and gives better results for Adinetidae in general. 
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The PCR mix for one sample is the same as the Scafl PCR mix. 

3.5.4.1. First pair of primers 
For the first pair of primers (called 'CT2 '), PCR conditions were 5min at 98°C (first 
denaturation) followed by 12 cycles of lmin at 95°C (denaturation step), lmin at 60°C 
(annealing step) and lmin at 72°C (elongation step). The temperature of the annealing step 
decreased by 1 °C at each cycle, so that the last annealing step was done at 48°C (touchdown 
PCR). These 12 cycles were followed by 45 cycles of lmin at 95°C (denaturation step), lmin 
at 50°C (annealing step) and lmin at 72°C (elongation step). The final elongation step was 
done at 72°C for 5min. 

Touchdown PCR was used to ensure excellent amplification specificity. The first cycles use a 
high annealing temperature, ensuring a high stringency with only specific pairing between the 
primers and the target. After the first few cycles, the concentration of the target increased and 
the risk of nonspecific amplification decrease. The annealing temperature is thus lowered, to 
obtain a higher yield. 

3.5.4.2. Second pair of primers 
For the second pair of primers (called ' CT2bis ' ), PCR conditions were 5min at 98°C (first 
denaturation) followed by 12 cycles consisting of lmin at 95°C (denaturation step), lmin at 
60°C (annealing step) and lmin at 72°C (elongation step). The temperature of the annealing 
step decreased by 0.2°C at each cycle, so that the last annealing step was done at 57.6°C 
(touchdown PCR). These 12 cycles were followed by 34 cycles of lmin at 95°C (denaturation 
step), lmin at 58.5°C (annealing step) and lmin at 72°C (elongation step). The final 
elongation step was done at 72°C for 5min. 

3.5.5 . HisA 
The HisA marker (approximately 827 pb for the first pair of primers; approximately 612pb for 
the second pair) is located in the hisA region, in the mitochondrial ribosomal gene S22 
present in two copies (gene ID in the published Adineta vaga genome: 
GSADVT00005467001 and GSADVT00000984001) (Hur et al. 2009). 

The PCR mix is the same as the Scafl PCR mix. 

The PCR conditions were 5min at 95°C (first denaturation) followed by 60 cycles consisting 
of 45s at 95°C (denaturation step), 45s at 58°C (annealing step) and 50s at 72°C (elongation 
step ). The final elongation step was 1 0min at 72°C. 

3.5.6. HisB 
The HisB marker (approximately 520bp) is located in the hisB region, in the histone H3 gene 
in two copies (gene ID in the published Adineta vaga genome: GSADVT00043443001 and 
GSADVT00043443001 ). 

The PCR mix is the same as the Scafl PCR mix. 

The PCR conditions are the same as for HisA. 
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3.5.7. HspB 
The HspB marker (approximately 700bp) is located in the hspB region, in the heat shock 
protein gene hsp82 present in two copies (gene ID in the published Adineta vaga genome: 

GSADVT000l 1139001 and GSADVT00007611001). 

The PCR mix is the same as the Scafl PCR mix. 

The PCR conditions are the same as for HisA. 

1.1. Base calling and alignment 
Base calling of the sequencing chromatograms, including double peaks, was done with 

Sequencher 4.1.4 (Gene Codes Corporation, 2002). 

Sequences for every marker were compiled with MEGA 7 (Kumar et al. 2016). MAFFT 

(Katoh and Standley 2013) was used to align the sequences. 

MEGA 7 was also used to compute the genetic distance between alleles. We used the 
Tamura-Nei model (Tamura and Nei 1993) with default settings. 

1.2. Phasing of heterozygous individuals 
All the nuclear markers studied here were present in (at least) two allelic copies. It can lead to 
the presence of Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNPs) or indels between alleles. SNPs 

between the two alleles of a heterozygote individual can be detected by the presence of double 

peaks (or ambiguities) in the forward and reverse chromatograms. 

The programs used to phase the sequences with ambiguities are called seqPHASE (Flot 2010) 
(used to convert the input data to a format readable by PHASE) and PHASE 2.1 (Stephens et 
al. 2001) (Box 1). PHASE lets the user chose between two reconstruction models: with or 
without recombination. The model without recombination was chosen here. 

1.3. Sequence reconstruction in case of Length Variant 
Heterozygotes 

In the case oflength-variant heterozygotes, alleles are distinguished by insertions or deletions 

that result in multiple double-peaks. However, the information contained in the forward and 

reverse chromatogram enables the reconstruction of the two alleles (Fontaneto et al. 2015). 

The reconstruction was done using the program CHAMPURU 1.0 (Flot 2007) and does not 
require cloning (Box 2). 

1.1. Phylogenetic tree 
ln order to delimit species, a phylogenetic tree using the ' generalized mixed Yule-coalescent' 

(GMYC) model was made from the COI sequences obtained during the second population 
genetic study (Box 3). To have a higher statistical power, we added to our COI alignment 

many unique Adinetidae COI sequences retrieved from ttps: //blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi 

(the alignment used comprised a total of 388 unique COI sequences). 

The tree was made by Nicolas Debortoli with the methods described in Debortoli et al. 2016. 
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1.2. Haplotype networks and haplowebs 
Haplotype networks and haplowebs represent the diversity of haplotypes or alleles of a 
marker present in a dataset (Flot et al. 2010). They are used to define putative species and to 
detect patterns of genetic exchange (Box 4). 

The programs used to draw the haplotype networks were DNAsp 5.10.01 (Librado and Rozas 
2009) (used to couvert the alignment into Roehl format, the input file format for Network5) 
and Network5 (Bandelt et al. 1999), with the medianjoining setting. Haplotype networks 
were then transformed into haplowebs with Microsoft PowerPoint 2016. 

1.3. Conspecificity matrix 
The information contained in the different haplowebs and haplotype networks are compiled in 
a matrix called ' conspecificity matrix'. Conspecificity matrices are used to define cryptic 
species and to detect patterns of genetic exchange that are not visible with haplotype networks 
and haplowebs alone (Box 5). 

We constructed a separate matrix for each marker, each case containing a binary score (0 or 
1). The four matrices were summed up in the conspecificity matrix. The conspecificity matrix 
was clusterized and colored with a red gradient with the R package heatmap3 (Zhao et al. 
2014). 
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Box 1: Reconstruction of sequences with SNPs: PHASE 
The direct sequencing of PCR products from diploid organisms that are heterozygous at multiple loci 
is challenging because of the double peaks (ambiguities) it creates on the forward and reverse 
chromatograms. In the example below (a), the individual 1 (double heterozygote) presents two 'Tor 
C' ambiguities at the position 400 and 402. Two alternatives are thus possible in which the T and C 
are either in cis or trans configuration. Resolving such ambiguities and thus determining the real 
allelic sequences (i.e. phasing) of the individual can either be done by molecular cloning, which is 

time-consuming and can be expensive, or by using a statistical method. Pfü.SE (Stephens et al. 
2001) is a software that uses a statistical method to phase a dataset of sequences, by comparing each 

sequence to other similar sequences present in the dataset (that could be devoid of ambiguities for 
instance, as in homozygous individuals), so the robustness of the reconstruction depends on the 
richness of the dataset. PHASE then computes a probability for each possible sequence, between 0 
and 1. For example, if two other individuals were homozygous for the marker studied, one having 
two ' T' and the other two 'C' where the individual l had two 'Tor C' ambiguities, a likely 
reconstruction would be one allele with two 'T' and one allele with two 'C', i.e. cis configuration (b 
and c). 

A pair of allelic sequences phased by PHASE can be interpreted as "the most likely pair of allelic 
sequences given the ambiguities in the original sequence and the other sequences present in the 
dataset". 

a. 

b. 

C. 

C 
C 

A T G C T A T G G G 

A T G C T A T G G G 

A T G C C A C G G G 

A T G C C A C G G G 

A T G C T A T G G G 

A T G C T A T G G G 

A T G C C A C G G G 

A T G C C A C G G G 

A T G C C A C G G G 
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Box 2: Reconstruction of sequences with Indels: CHAMPURU 
In the case of alleles distinguished by indels (i .e., length-variant heterozygotes), the resulting Sanger 

sequencing chromatograms present (in addition to potential SNPs) a large number of double peaks: 

after the indel for the forward chromatogram and before the indel for the reverse chromatogram. Yet, 

the information contained in the forward and reverse chromatogram allows for the reconstruction of 

the two alleles (F ontaneto et al. 2015). 

The reconstruction can be done with the software CHAMPURU 1.0 (Flot 2007) which reconstructs 
the two alleles by aligning the two alternative variant calls . In the example below, an indel is present 

at the position 9-11. 

Allele 1 

Allele 2 

10 20 

A T T C A T G A C G G T C A A G G T A T 

A T T C A T G A : : : T C A A G G T A T 

Sanger 
Sequencing 1 1 CHAMPURU 1.0 

ffioûOAAAAœoËd 

hUoûoAAA0œoAd 
baûaOBOaûWoOd 
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Box 3: Tree-based species delimitation: the GMYC model 
The ' generalized mixed Yule-coalescent' (GMYC) mode! delimit species based on the topology of a 

phylogenetic tree built from a single marker (most often COI). This method uses the branching rate of 
the phylogenetic tree to detect a change in the branching pattern underlying transition from a 
speciation process to coalescence. In other words, it uses the diversity between species and the 
diversity within species (within populations thus) as a proxy for species delimitation. 

The GMYC model detects the threshold (A, orange line) between speciation (left) and coalescence 

(right). When natural selection has not had the time to act, the ancestor and all its descendants are 

directly linked in the tree. This is visualized as coalescence (B). After selection had time to act, only a 

few lineages still exist and it is interpreted as speciation (C). As represented by the longer branches, 

speciation takes place over a longer timescale. 

A. 

B. 

~ 

~ 

~ 
C. ~ 
~ --

;:---.; 
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Box 4: Delimiting Fields for Recombination: haplotype networks and 
haplowebs 
A haplotype network is a way ofrepresenting the diversity of haplotypes or alleles for a genetic 
marker (Flot et al. 2010). 

Bach haplotype or allele (represented by colored rectangles on grey chromosomes in the example 
below) is represented in a haplotype network by a colored circle (here in yellow) whose size is 
proportional to its frequency in the dataset. They are connected to each other by straight lines whose 
length is proportional to the genetic distance between them (i.e. the number of mutations): the more 

SNPs between two haplotypes or alleles (between three and seven here ), the longer the link. 

lndividuals can be heterozygous for a marker, and thus harbor two different alleles. This is 
represented by colored curves connecting the two alleles co-occurring in the heterozygous individual 

(in the example below, the individual l harbors the alleles ' blue' and 'orange' : a red curve is added 

between these two alleles in the haploweb ); the thickness is proportional to the number of individuals 
presenting that combination of alleles. The presence of such curves differentiates a haplotype network 

from a haploweb; the former is used for haploid markers (such as the mitochondrial marker COI). 
When all the curves are added, it reveals groups of haplotypes linked together. Those groups are 

called 'Fields for Recombination ' (FFR), i.e. putative species. A FFR is thus a group of individuals 
sharing a pool of alleles. In the example below there are two FFRs ( dotted rectangles): one formed by 
the 'blue' and 'orange' alleles, the other by the 'green' allele. 

------------·-------------------------------·--------------------------------, 

5 

' : : 
' : : 
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Date Sample number Substrate 
11/06/2015 1 Lichen 
11/06/2015 2 Moss 
11/06/2015 3 Lichen 
11/06/2015 4 Moss 
11/06/2015 5 Lichen 
11/06/2015 6 - Lichen 
11/06/2015 7 Lichen 
11/06/2015 8 Lichen 
11/06/2015 9 Lichen 
11/06/2015 10 Lichen 
11/06/2015 11 Soil patch 
11/06/2015 12 Soilpatch 
11/06/2015 13 Lichen 
11/06/2015 14 Moss 
11/06/2015 15 Lichen 
11/06/2015 16 Lichen 
11/06/2015 17 Lichen 
11/06/2015 18 Moss 

' 11/06/2015 19 Lichen 
11/06/2015 20 Lichen 
11/06/2015 21 Lichen 
27/10/2015 22 Lichen 
27/10/2015 23 Lichen 
27/10/2015 24 Lichen 
27/10/2015 25 Tree bark 
27/10/2015 26 Moss 
27/10/2015 27 Moss 
27/10/2015 28 Lichen 
27/10/2015 29 Lichen 
27/10/2015 30 Lichen 
27/10/2015 31 Moss 
27/10/2015 32 Moss 
27/10/2015 33 Tree bark 
27/10/2015 34 Moss 
27/10/2015 35 Moss 
27/10/2015 36 Moss 
22/12/2015 .· 37 Moss 
22/12/2015 38 Moss 
02/03/2015 39 Moss 
02/03/2015 40 Lichen 

Table 6. Sampling details 
Date of sampling, sample number and type of sample (moss, lichen, tree bark or soi! patch) 



Box 5: Conspecificity matrix 
A conspecificity matrix is a method to gather all the information provided by the different markers in 

terms of haplotypes and FFRs into a single dataframe. 

A conspecificity matrix is a squared matrix containing as many entries as there are individuals 

genotyped; to each individual corresponds a row and a column. For each marker, a score of ' l' is 

given to a pair of individuals belonging to the same FFR ( or the same haplotype for the mitochondrial 

marker COI). If two individuals do not belong to the same FFR for a given marker, the score is 'O'. 
This process is repeated for each marker studied and the score ranges from 'O ' (for pairs of 

individuals that are never found in a same FFR) to the number of marker studied (when the two 

individuals are always attributed to the same FFR). To facilitate visualization, values are matched to a 

color gradient. The rows and columns of the resulting matrix are then clusterized to maximize the 
score along the diagonal, revealing blocks. Because each block corresponds to a group of individuals 

that tend to share a pool of alleles for all markers, we consider each block as a cryptic species. 

In the example below, five individuals were genotyped with four markers (a). Individuals A and B 
share the same FFR or haplotype for the four markers: the corresponding score is thus ' 4 ' . Individuals 

A and Cor D never belong to the same FFR: the score is '0' . Two markers attribute individuals A 

and E to the same FFR: the score is '2'. Once the matrix has been clusterized (b ), it reveals the 

presence of two blocks or cryptic species: the first with the individuals A, Band E and the second 

with the individuals C and D. 

a. 

ladivldul 

A 

ladivldul 

B 

ladivldHI 

C 

lad.ivldul 

D 

I■dmdaal 

E 

ladMdul lndivld■ al l■dividHI ladivld■al ladivldHI 
A B C D E 
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E 
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Figure 32. General workflow of the first population genetic study. 

Major steps in the rounded rectangles; methods or softwares used at each step on the right. 
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Figure 33. Venn diagram of the genotyping results. 
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Each ellipse represents a marker and the number in each ellipse intersection indicates the number of bdelloid individuals 
for which we have obtained the sequences of the corresponding markers. 



4. Results 

The main goal of this mas ter thesis was to detect allele sharing between bdelloid rotifers, both 
between or within species, genera or families. 

To do so, we performed two similar but independent population genetic studies. The general 
strategy of the first study (Figure 32) was to collect environmental samples (mainly mosses 
or lichens) and isolate each bdelloid individual found to start clonal cultures. DNA of one 
individual from each culture was then extracted in order to sequence several genetic markers. 
The genetic dataset obtained was used to delimit species and then detect signatures of allele 
sharing within and between species. For this first population genetic study, we included 
individuals from different families. For the second study, we did focus on the family 
Adinetidae because it is the family of our model organism, A. vaga. 

4.1. Part 1: Population genetic study ofbdelloid rotifers 

4 .1 .1. Species de limitation 

4.1.1.1. Sampling results: 244 individuals of three families 

To increase the chances to detect signatures of allele sharing and to improve the robustness of 
the species delimitation, we started many clonal cultures. Forty patches (22 lichens, 14 
mosses, 2 tree barks and 2 soil patches) were collected over the course of nine months in the 
Parc du Domaine d 'Haugimont (Table 6). In total, 244 bdelloid rotifer individuals were 
isolated and successfully cultivated. Morphological identification till the family level revealed 
the presence of 3 out of 4 bdelloid families: Philodinidae (104 individuals ), Habrotrochidae 
(70) and Adinetidae (29). 41 individuals could not be determined to the family level and were 
therefore reported as 'unknown'. 

4.1 .1.2. Genotyping: amplification and sequencing of four markers 

To enhance the chance to detect allele sharing and delimit species, it is necessary to obtain the 
sequences of several markers in as many individuals as possible. Four genetic markers, COI 
(mitochondrial marker), 28S, CT2 and Scafl (three nuclear markers), were successfully 
amplified by PCR and sequenced in both directions by Sanger sequencing in 90 out of the 244 
clonal cultures. For the other samples we did not succeed in either amplifying or sequencing 
at least one marker, but they were nonetheless included in further analysis (Figure 33). 

4.1.1.3. Data analysis: from chromatograms, to haplotypes and alleles, to 
spec1es 

Nuclear markers of bdelloid individuals were often heterozygous. In order to reconstruct the 
sequences without cloning, the software PHASE was used (see Box 1). For each marker, the 
sequences obtained were sorted into haplotypes and alleles 11

• The genotyping yielded 60 

11 Here we use the term 'haplotype' for the mitochondrial , haploid marker COI and the term 'allele' for the three 
nuclear markers, present in at least two copies. 
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Figure 34. COI Haplotype network representing the 60 haplotypes found in the 90 bdelloid individuals 
genotyped. 
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Figure 35. 28S Haploweb: 38 alleles and 31 FFRs are present in the 90 bdelloid individuals genotyped. 
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Figure 36. Scan Haploweb: 63 alleles and 30 FFRs are present in the 90 bdelloid individuals genotyped. 
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Figure 37. CT2 haploweb: 81 alleles and 29 FFRs are present in the 90 bdelloid individuals genotyped. 
Blue curves represent the four recombinants (2A5, 32A2, 32A6, 32B6). 
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Number of SNPs between alleles Genetie Distance (Tamura-Nei) 

2A5 62 18.6% 

32A2 71 21.8% 

32A6/32B6 88 26.4% 

Average of the other heterozygous individuals between 1 and 14 1.6% (between 0.3% and 3.8%) 

Table 8. Number of SNPs between alleles and genetic distance (Tamura-Nei) for the four CT2 recombinants 
detected, compared to the average of the other heterozygous individuals. 
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Figure 38. Distribution of genetic distance between CT2 alleles of heterozygous individuals 



different haplotypes for COI, 38 different alleles for 28S, 81 for CT2 and 63 for Scafl (Table 
7). 

COI 

28S 

CT2 

Scafl 

Haplotypes/ Alleles 

60 

38 

81 

63 

FFRs 

Not applicable 

31 

29 

30 

Table 7. Number of haplotypes or alleles and FFRs obtained for each of the four markers 
studied. 

4.1.1.3.1. Haplotype network and haplowebs: de/imitation of Fields for 
Recombination 

To delimit Fields for Recombination (FFRs)- or putative species - a haplotype network (for 
the haploid marker COI) or a haploweb (for the nuclear markers) (Box 4) were drawn for each 
marker (Figures 34-37). Despite the varying number of alleles, the number ofFFRs for 28S, 
CT2, and Scafl barely differed, with respectively 31 , 29 and 30 FFRs defined (Table 7). 

4. 1.1 .3.2. Conspecificity matrix: delimitate cryptic species 

After we defined haplotypes (for COI) and FFRs (for the nuclear markers), we combined that 
information in a conspecificity matrix (Box 5). The clustering revealed seven 'blocks ' or 
cryptic species, lettered from A to G (Figure 39). 

The seven blocks did not include the small ones, as we considered those ( on the bottom right 
of the matrix) to be too small to be considered cryptic species with a sufficient level of 
confidence. The individuals of those blocks either be long to rare species, or they were 
individuals for which we could not obtain the sequence of several markers. 

4.1.2. Allele sharing detection 
After delimitating the species, we observed signatures of allele sharing between families in 
highly heterozygous individuals and incongruences in the conspecificity matrix. 

4.1.2.1. Highly heterozygous individuals: first signature of interfamily allele 
sharing 

For the CT2 marker, we observed in the haploweb four highly heterozygous individuals, 
named 2A5, 32A2, 32A6/32B6 (two identical individuals), connecting very distinct FFRs 
(Figure 37: blue curves). These individuals will be referred to here as ' recombinants ' . 

The genetic distance between their two alleles was more than ten times larger than the average 
diversity in the heterozygous individuals: respectively 18.6%, 21.8% and 26.4% for the three 
recombinants; an average of 1.6% for the other heterozygous individuals. The genetic 
distance between alleles in the ' non-recombinant' individual with the most divergent alleles 
was still approximately five times smaller (3 .8%) than for the recombinants. The number of 
SNPs and genetic distance between the alleles of the recombinants are summarized in Table 8 
and the distribution of the genetic distance between alleles of all heterozygous individuals is 
visualized in Figure 38. 
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Figure 39. Conspecificity matrix. 

Seven Blacks - or cryptic species - are present (Green frames, A - G). Red frames outs ide of the blacks ( outlined in 
blue, black and purple) correspond to individuals who belong to several blacks according to different markers . 

2A6 and other Philodinidae 
16D1 l 8A5 and other Adinetidae 

Adinetidae 
COI Allele n°3 Allele n°12 Allele n°12 

28S FFRn°2 FFR n°30 FFR n°6 

Scafl FFRn°2 FFR n°7 FFRn°7 

CT2 FFRn°1 FFR n°1 FFRn°5 

Table 9. lncongruence for the individual 16Dl. 

16D1 shares two FFRs with a group of Adinetidae and one FFR with a group of Philodinidae. 

39-IA2 and other 38C3 l 8A5 and other Adinetidae 
Philodinidae Adinetidae 

COI Allele n°9 ND Allele n°12 

28S FFR n°1 FFR n°1 FFRn°6 

Scafl FFR n°1 FFRn°7 FFRn°7 

CT2 FFR n°1 FFR n°26 FFR n°5 

Table 10. lncongruence for the individual 38C3. 

38C3 shares one FFR with a group of Adinetidae and one FFR with a group of Philodinidae. ND: Non-Determined. 



Interestingly, the recombinants connected bdelloid individuals of different families: 

• The individual 2A5 (morphologically identified as a member of the bdelloid family 
Habrotrochidae) shared one CT2 allele with a group of Habrotrochidae and the other with 
a group of Philodinidae. 

• The individual 32A2 (which we could not determine as Habrotrochidae or Philodinidae) 
shared one CT2 allele with a group of Philodinidae (the same group that shared an allele 
with the individual 2A5) and the other with two rotifers ofundetermined families. 

• For the individuals 32A6/32B6 (which we could not determine if they were 
Habrotrochidae or Philodinidae) we observed, on the chromatogram profiles, triple peaks. 
This indicates the presence of at least three alleles. Since the software PHASE cannot 
reconstruct more than two alleles from one sequence with ambiguities, we could not 
determine them with that method. However, the pattern of double and triple peaks could 
be explained by the combination of four alleles: the two alleles of the individual 18C4 (an 
Adinetidae) and the two alleles of the individual 39-1A2 (a Philodinidae). 

4.1.2.2. Incongruences in the conspecificity matrix: second signature of 
interfamily allele sharing 

Besicles the seven blocks or cryptic species, the conspecificity matrix also revealed frames 
outside the well-defined blocks (Figure 39). 

We call these inconsistent species assignments ' incongruences' . Incongruences appear when 
individuals belong to one cryptic species according to at least one marker and to another 
cryptic species according to at least one other marker. Most incongruence can be explained by 
the four recombinants discussed above (2A5, 32A2, 32A6/32B6). Indeed, they brought 
together in the same FFR individuals that would otherwise not share the same FFR because 
they harbor one foreign CT2 allele (light blue frames on Figure 39). 

It is different for the individuals 16D 1 and 3 8C3 12 
- both identified as Adinetidae (black and 

purple frames Figure 39). These two individuals belong to two different species according to 
different markers (Tables 9 and 10): 

• The individual 16D1 shared the same FFR as other Adinetidae for two markers (COI and 
Scafl), but for the marker CT2, it shared a FFR with a group of Philodinidae (the 16D1 
28S alleles were unique in our dataset). 

• The individual 38C3 shared the same FFR as other Adinetidae for one marker (Scafl), but 
for the marker 28S, it shared a FFR with a group of Philodinidae (the sequence for COI 
could not be obtained and the 38C3 alleles for CT2 were unique in our dataset). 

4.1.2.3. No signatures of intraspecific allele sharing 
Unlike in Signorovitch et al. 2015, we did not observe any 'Meselson pattern' -patterns of 
allele sharing consistent with sexual reproduction (Figure 16). 

Unlike in Debortoli et al. 2016, we did not observe individuals of the same FFR sharing 
alleles of a marker in a cyclical fashion - a pattern called ' trio ' (Figure 18). 

12 For lack ofa better word, they will be called ' incongruent individuals ' in the rest ofthis work. 
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4.2. Part II: Population genetic study ofbdelloid rotifers of the 
Adinetidae family 

The first population genetic study allowed us to detect patterns of allele sharing between 

bdelloid rotifers of different families. However, we could not detect any intraspecific allele 

sharing pattern. One possible explanation for the absence of those patterns is that the diversity 
of the individuals genotyped was too high, and thus the groups of closely related individuals 
were too small ( for COI, only 5 haplotypes out of 61 could be found in more than 10 

individuals ). 

Another explanation for the absence of signatures of sexual reproduction, as observed by 

Signorovitch et al. (2015), is that we did not study the same markers. Due to the peculiar 
genomic structure of bdelloids, the marker choice is important: the two alleles of a gene could 

be located on the same chromosome or on different ones in bdelloid rotifers 

(Flot et al., 2013). If sexual reproduction does occur, it would be impossible to detect using a 

marker whose alleles are located on the same chromosome. 

To solve these caveats, we performed a second genetic study focusing on more closely related 
samples by genotyping individuals only of the Adinetidae family. This family was chosen 
because our model organism, Adineta vaga, belongs to this family. We also attempted to 

study the markers used in Signorovitch et al. 2015 (called HisA, HisB, HspA, and HspB). The 
general workflow was similar to the first study, but we added a phylogenetic analysis to verify 

the species delimitation (Figure 40). Due to the presence of indels for the HisB marker, we 

also had to use the software CHAMPURU to reconstruct the alleles. 

4.2 .1. Primer design and optimization for the four markers used in Signorovitch 
et al. 2015 

In Signorovitch et al. 2015, the PCR primers used to amplify the markers HisA, HisB, HspA 
and HspB were developed for the bdelloid species Macrotrachela quadricornifera. To 
amplify the same markers in other species, including species of the Adinetidae family, we 
attempted to develop new pairs of primers. Such pairs of primers could be designed for three 

markers (HisA, HisB, and HspB) but not for HspA. 

We then tested the newly designed pairs of primers by attempting to amplify HisA, HisB, and 

HspB from the genomic DNA of individuals of three families (Habrotrochidae, Philodinidae, 

and Adinetidae), as we wanted to obtain 'universal ' primers that could also be used for 

subsequent studies. Despite testing the PCR amplification with different annealing 
temperatures (from 54°C to 62°C), and, for HisA, testing two different pairs of primers, only 
the HisB primers produced consistent results and it was thus the only marker from 

Signorovitch et al. 2015 used here. 

4.2.2. Species delimitation 

4.2.2. 1. Sampling results: 108 individuals of three morphospecies of the 

Adinetidae family 

As for the first study, the first step was to collect samples and isolate bdelloid rotifers. In total, 

11 moss patches were collected on a mining heap in Courcelles on August 19, 2016. 
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Figure 41. Venn diagram of the genotyping result of the second population genetic study. 
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Figure 42 GMYC statistics. 

On the left, the number of branches over time. On the right, the likelihood of switching from speciation to coalescence. 
In orange: the speciation-coalescence threshold. 
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Figure 43 GMYC Phylogenetic tree. 

The speciation-coalescence threshold (in orange) shows the presence of 10 species in our sample (in blue). ln 
red: coalescent divergence. 
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Figure 44. Same tree as in Figure 43 containing only the haplotypes present in our dataset ('pruned tree'). 

Speciation-coalescence threshold in orange, species delimitation in blue. 



108 bdelloids individuals of the Adinetidae family were successfully isolated and cultivated. 
Individuals of three morphospecies were present: Adineta vaga (78 individuals), Adineta 
barbata (21) and Adineta steineri (9). Individuals of the first two species were determined 
morphologically while individuals of the latter were determined based on their COI 
sequences. 

4.2.2.2. Genotyping: amplification and sequencing of three markers 
The three genetic markers - COI, CT2, and HisB - were successfully amplified and sequenced 
in 44 out of 108 clonal cultures. For the other cultures, at least one marker could not be 
successfully amplified or sequenced (Figure 41). 

4.2.2.3. Data analysis : from chromatograms, to haplotypes and alleles, to 
spec1es 

The steps were similar to the first population genetic study we performed. One difference with 
the first population genetic study was the presence of L VHs (Length-Variant Heterozygotes ): 
i.e. heterozygous individuals with allelic sequences of different lengths (indels). The 
reconstruction of the two alleles was done using the software CHAMPURU (Box 2) . 

We obtained 27 haplotypes for COI, 63 alleles for CT2 and 17 alleles for HisB. (Table 11). 

As for the first population genetic study, we could observe triple peaks on the chromatogram 
profiles for some individuals for the HisB marker (in addition to indels) and for the CT2 
marker. This indicates the presence of (at least) three alleles. Because PHASE cannot handle 
triple ambiguities, only the two highest peaks on the chromatograms were considered. For 
these markers, the allele reconstruction is thus less reliable. 

COI 

CT2 

HisB 

Haplotypes/ Alle les FFRs 

27 

63 

17 

Not applicable 

25 

6 

Table 11. Number of haplotypes or alleles and FFRs obtained for each of the three markers studied 

4.2.2.3. 1. Confirming the species delimitation: GMYC model 

To confirm the species delimitation obtained with the conspecificity matrix, we applied a 
phylogenetic analysis on our COI sequences. The model used is called the ' generalized mixed 
Yule-coalescent' (GMYC) mode[ (Box 3). We did not use that method for the first study 
because, due to the high diversity of the individuals, they would be too few individuals per 
species and those species would be separated by a large genetic gap, two parameters that 
could be problematic for that method. 

The alignment used to build the phylogenetic tree contained 388 different COI sequences, 
including the 27 ' new' COI haplotypes we obtained. 

The GMYC model determined the threshold between speciation and coalescence with the 
maximum likelihood approach (Figure 42). When the threshold is reported on the tree, a total 
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Figure 46. CT2 haploweb. 

25 FFRs are present. The blue curves represent highly heterozygous individuals. 
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Number of SNPs between alleles Genetie Distance (Tamura-Nei) 

42-ID3 52 15.2% 

41-2B2 56 16.6% 

45-ID5 63 19.0% 

42-2A3 65 19.6% 

42-3A6 65 19.9% 

41-2D5 77 24.0% 

47-ID6 77 24.0% 

41-ID3 80 25 .2% 

42-1A4 90 29.6% 

Average heterozygous individual between 1 and 8 1.2% (between 0.3% and 2.1%) 

Table 12. Number of SNPs between alleles and genetic distance (Tamura-Nei) for the nine 'orphan 
recombinants' (i.e. very heterozygous individual with unique alleles), compared to the average of the other 

heterozygous individuals. 
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of 117 species were delimited; 10 of them contained at least one of the genotyped individuals 

of this study (Figure 43 and 44). There was congruence between the species determined by 
this method and the species morphologically determined: species 1 to 3 and 5 to 8 

corresponded to A dine ta vaga, species 9 and 10 were A dine ta barbata and species 4 
corresponded to Adineta steineri. 

4.2.2.3 .2. Haplotype networks and haplowebs: delimitation of Fields for 
Recombination 

The COI haplotype network revealed 10 distinct clusters (Figure 45). The haplowebs 

(Figures 46 and 48) revealed the presence of 25 FFRs (Fields for Recombination) for CT2 
and 6 for HisB. 

4.2.2.3.3 . Conspecificity matrix: synthesis of the three markers to 
delimitate cryptic species 

As for the first population genetic study, we compiled the haplotype networks and haplowebs 
into a conspecificity matrix (Figure 50). 

Upon clustering, the matrix revealed five blocks or cryptic species (in green, labeled from A 
to E). This result is congruent with the species morphologically determined and the species 
delimitated by the GMYC model: block A contained the individuals from the species 5-6-7-8, 

all closely related and all identified as Adineta vaga, block C contained individuals from the 

species 4, all identified as Adineta steineri, and block E contained the Adineta barbata 
individuals from the species 9. However, the individuals of species 3 on GMYC (all Adineta 

vaga) did not segregate into a single block but were found within blocks Band D. lt means 
that for all three markers, individuals of this species tended not to share the same FFRs or 
haplotypes. lt should be noted that for this species 3, the success rate of the CT2 and HisB 
genotyping was low (we obtained the CT2 sequences for 19 out of 40 individuals and only 9 
for HisB). If the sequencing (or amplification) rate was higher, the individuals of the two 
blocks would have probably formed only one block. 

Smaller blocks ( orange frame in Figure 50) were considered too small to form cryptic 
species. They contained individuals from 'rare ' species (the species 1, 2, and 10, which 

contained respectively 3, 1 and 1 individuals) or individuals of more common species (6 
individuals of the species 3; 1 of the species 4) that did not segregate with the other 

individuals of their species due to the low success rate of the CT2 and HisB genotyping. 

4 .2 .3 . Allele sharing detection 

4.2.3. 1. Highly heterozygous individuals 

As in the first population genetic study, we observed highly heterozygous individuals for the 

CT2 marker ( displayed as blue curves on Figure 46). However, unlike the four recombinants 
observed during the first population genetic study (2A5, 32A2, 32A6/32B6, Figure 37), these 

nine individuals did not share an allele with other individuals: nine highly heterozygous 

individuals, eighteen unique alleles. They wi ll be referred to as ' orphan recombinants ' but we 

cannot say that this is a signature of interspecific allele sharing. 
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Figure 48. HisB haploweb. 

6 FFRs are present. The green curves represent the two trios. 
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As for the four recombinants of the first population genetic study (2A5, 32A2, 32A6/32B6), 

the genetic distance between the alleles was more than ten times larger than the average of 

other heterozygous individuals: between 15.2% and 29.6%; against an average of 1.2% for the 

other heterozygous individuals (Table 12 and Figure 47). We checked whether the CT2 
alleles of the nine orphan recombinants were present or not in the dataset of the first 

population genetic study, but it was not the case. 

4.2 .3.2. Trio : signature of intraspecific allele sharing 

On the HisB haploweb, we observed two cases of ' trios ', i.e. aile le sharing between 
heterozygous individuals in a cyclic fashion ( displayed as green curves on Figure 48 and 49) . 
It is worth noting that in each trio, at least one allele presented an indel. 

The first trio (Figure 49.a, Table 13) involved the alleles 4, 8, and 11 . Five individuals 

(labeled 43-3Al , 48-lAl , 48-1B5, 41-1C3, and 43 -1C3) harbored the alleles 4 and 8 (the two 

alleles differed by five positions); three individuals (labeled 44-1A4, 48-1B2, and 48-1C3) 

harbored the alleles 8 and 11 ( eight differing positions) and two individuals (labeled 41-2C6 
and 42-2A4) the alleles 11 and 4 (the only difference between the two alleles consisted of 
three consecutive indels). Four individuals (labeled 41-2D6, 42-2D6, 42-3A5, and 45-1D6) 
were homozygous for the allele 4. Sorne of the individuals involved in the trio presented triple 
peaks on their respective chromatograms, meaning that the allele reconstruction was less 
robust: this was the case for two individuals harboring the alleles 8 and 11. For the other pairs 
of alleles, at least one individual did not present triple peaks. 

The second trio (Figure 49.b, Table 14) involved the alleles 14, 15 and 16. Three individuals 

(labeled 50-1B1 , 42-1B6, and 41-1C4) harbored the alleles 14 and 15 (four differing 

positions) ; one the alleles 15 and 16 (labeled 42-2C4) (one differing positions) and two the 
alleles 14 and 16 (labeled 41-2B2 and 42-1C5) (three differing positions). In addition, one 
individual was homozygous for the allele 15 (41-2B6) and one for the allele 16 (47-lDl). As 
for the first trio, certain individuals presented triple peaks. However, even if these individuals 
were disregarded, the trio would still be present. 

No such trio was present on the CT2 haploweb. 

4.2.3.3. Incongruences in the conspecificity matrix: signatures of interspecific 

allele sharing 

As for the first conspecificity matrix, we observed incongruent individuals. The fall into two 

categories: the first are individuals who shared the same haplotype or FFR with other 
individuals of the same species as delimited by the GMYC (black frames Figure 50). The 
second category contains three individuals (41-2B3, 42-2D3 and 42-2A3) who shared the 

same haplotype or FFRs with individuals of two very distinct blocks: 

• The individual 41-2B3 (purple frames Figure 50) was in the same block (Block B) as the 

42-3B3 and other individuals. They shared the same COI haplotype and they were both 

determined as Adineta vaga. However, the individual 41-2B3 also shared its HisB FFR 

with 42-3A2 and other individuals of the block E that was determined as Adineta barbata 

(Table 15). 
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Individuals homozygous for Heterozygous individuals 
Heterozygous individuals Heterozygous individuals 

Allele 4 harboring Alleles 4 and 8 
harboring harboring 

Alleles 8 and 11 Alleles 11 and 4 

41-2D6 43-2Al 44-1A4 41-2C6 

42-2D6 48-lAl 48-1B2 42-2A4 

42-3A5 48-1B5 48-1C3 

45-106 41-1C3 

43-1C3 

Table 13: Individuals involved in the trio n°1 

Heterozygous 
Individuals homozygous 

Heterozygous 
Individuals homozygous 

Heterozygous 
individuals harboring individuals harboring individuals harboring 

Alleles 14 and 15 
for Allele 15 

Alleles 15 and 16 
for Allele 16 

Alleles 16 and 14 

50-lBl 

42-1B6 

41-1C4 

41-2B6 42-2C4 

Table 14: Individuals involved in the trio n°2 

f 

c:::::::11 
Cl 

47-lDI 

a 

D (species 3) 

42-2A3 

• 

E 
(species 9) 

Figure 50. Conspecificity matrix. 

Five cryptic species are present (Green frames, A - E). Incongruent individuals include the 4 l-B3 (purple 
frame) , 42-2D3 (blue frames) and 42-2A3 (brown frames). 

41-2B2 

42-1C5 



• Similarly, the individual 42-2A3 (brown frames Figure 50) shared the same COI 
haplotype with the individual 42-3A2 and other individuals, all identified as Adineta 
barbata. But 42-2A3 also shared its CT2 FFR with 42-2A4 and other individuals of the 
Adineta vaga species (block ... ) (Table 16). 

• Again, the situation was similar for the individual 42-2D3 (blue frames Figure 50), except 
that only individuals of the Adineta vaga species were involved. 42-2D3 belonged to the 
Block B according to the marker COI and to the Block A according to the marker HisB 
(Table 17). Unlike the other two cases, 42-2D3 was heterozygous for the marker shared 
with individuals of a different species. 

One of the goals of this second study was to observe signatures of sexual reproduction or 
allele sharing within a species, but despite focusing on only three morphospecies (and thus on 
more closely related individuals) and despite the use of the marker HisB, we did not observe 
any. 

42-3B3 and other individuals of 41-2B3 42-3A2 and other individuals 

the species 3 (Adineta vaga) 
of the species 9 (Adineta 

(species 3, Adineta vaga) barbata) 

COI Allele n°S Allele n°S Allele n°12 

CT2 FFRn°24 FFR n°21 FFR n°2l 

HisB ND ND FFR n°1 

Table 15. Incongruent individual 41-2B3. 

42-3A2 and other individuals of 
42-3Al and other individuals 

42-2A3 (species 9, 
of the species 7 (Adineta 

the species 3 (Adineta barbata) Adineta barbata) 
vaga) 

COI Allele n°12 Allele n°12 Allele n°22 

CT2 FFR 0°21 FFR n°20 FFR n°1 

HisB FFR n° l FFR n°3 FFR n°3 

Table 16. Incongruent individual 42-2A3. 

42-3B3 and other individuals of 42-2D3 42-2A4 and other individuals 

the species 3 (Adineta vaga) 
of the species 7 (Adineta 

(species 3, Adineta vaga) vaga) 

COI Allele n°S Allele n°S Allele n°17 

CT2 FFRn°24 FFRn°2 FFRn°2 

HisB ND ND FFR n°2 

Table 17. Incongruent individual 42-2D3. 
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5. Discussion 
Bdelloid rotifers are considered to be the oldest class of asexual organisms. As such, one 
would not expect to find a flux of genes between individuals. However, gene exchange 
between bdelloids was recently reported in two distinct population genetic studies 
(Signorovitch et al. 2015; Debortoli et al. 2016), in which a large number of individuals were 
genotyped. In the two studies, patterns of allele sharing inconsistent with a strict asexual 
evolution (i .e. independent accumulation of mutations) were observed within species. In the 
first study, patterns were consistent with sexual reproduction. However, since the bdelloids' 
genome appears incompatible with conventional meiosis, the authors hypothesized that an 
atypical form ofmeiosis called 'Oenothera- li ke meiosis' mightproduce the gametes and that 
males should be present. In the second article, Debortoli and colleagues also found allele 
sharing patterns within a species, but not consistent with sexual reproduction. Moreover, they 
also observed patterns of exchange between individuals of different cryptic species within the 
same morphospecies Adineta vaga. The researchers proposed some mechanism of HGT, yet 
unknown. This latter hypothesis is corroborated by the finding that 8-14% ofbdelloid genes 
(depending on the species studied) are potential HGTs (Boschetti et al. 2012; Flot et al. 2013; 
Eyres et al. 2015). The relatively high frequency of gene exchange found between bdelloids 
suggests this is not accidental. In the next step, it is important to know what mechanisms are 
at play, because it could explain why bdelloids were able to persist in the long term without 
'conventional' sex. 

The objective of this master thesis was double: first, we tried to observe what Debortoli et al. 
and Signorovitch et al. did before, i.e. patterns of allele sharing among bdelloid species, either 
consistent with sexual reproduction or with HGT. Second, we tried to identify the boundaries 
(in terms of genetic distance) for the exchange of genes between bdelloids. In other words, we 
tried to observe interfamily, interspecific and intraspecific allele sharing patterns. 
To do so, we performed two population genetic studies. In each study, we genotyped more 
than a hundred bdelloid individuals (respectively 244 and 108). The main difference with the 
two previous studies is that we did not focus on only one morphospecies. For the first study, 
we genotyped individuals of three bdelloid families; for the second one we focused on 
individuals of three different morphospecies within the Adinetidae family. Based on the 
genetic data obtained, we delimitated species and then tried to detect patterns of allele sharing 
within and between these species. Another difference with previous studies is that each 
individual genotyped was cultured, allowing us to perform subsequent analyses on clones. 

The most important result of this master thesis was the detection of three types of allele 

sharing patterns: interfamily, interspecific and intraspecific. Interfamily allele sharing patterns 
were observed in highly heterozygous bdelloid individuals that shared one allele of a marker 
(as well as the alleles of the other markers) with individuals of one family, and the other allele 
of said marker with individuals of a different family. These individuals were called 
recombinants. We also observed incongruent species assignment for some individuals 
(' incongruent individuals'), i.e. individuals attributed to two species of different families in 
the conspecificity matrix. Interspecific allele sharing was also detected by the presence of 
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Figure 51: the epithelium of bdelloid rotifers is covered by pores 

Transmission electron microscopy (a, c) and scanning electron microscopy (b) of the epitheliurn of M. 
quadricornifera shows the presence of pores. (Figure copied from Marotta et al. 2010). 



incongruent individuals but here attributed to two different species within the Adinetidae 

family. In terms of intraspecific allele sharing, we observed two cases of allele sharing in a 

cyclical fashion, i.e. trios. 

5.1. Allele sharing patterns: signs of gene exchange? 
We must now ask the question: which mechanisms could explain the patterns of allele sharing 

we observed? Because the different types of allele sharing are not necessarily caused by the 

same phenomenon; inJerfam.ily, interspecific and intraspecific allele sharing patterns will be 

discussed separately. It should be noted that the different mechanisms are not mutually 

exclusive. 

5.1.1. Interfarnily allele sharing: genetic distance suggests HGTs 
Our most surprising results were probably the first observations of interfamily allele sharing 

signatures in bdelloid rotifers. ~2.5% of the 244 individuals genotyped presented signatures of 

interfamily allele sharing (6 individuals), which is not rare even though our methods did not 

allow us to be quantitative. 

Before discussing the possible mechanisms behind these observations, the characteristics of 

the observed cases of interfamily allele sharing shall be reminded: 

• Three cases involved individuals heterozygous for the CT2 marker where one allele was 

identical to one allele of individuals of a different family while the other allele, as well as 

alleles of other markers, were shared with individuals of the same family 

('recombinants'). ln one of those cases, the recombinant seemed to harbor more than two 

copies of the marker. For two of the three cases, individuals involved could not be 

determined to the family level because, as we are not expert in bdelloid rotifers 

determination. 

• In two other cases, individuals were homozygous for the marker shared with individuals 

of different families ('incongruents'), white for the other rnakers they were closer to other 

individuals of the sarne family. 

Given the asexual nature ofbdelloid rotifers, the first explanation that cornes to mind is the 

convergent evolution of alleles: alleles of certain individuals could have in theory 

accumulated mutations over time to resemble alleles of individuals of other families. This 

explanation would have been plausible if the number of mutations was small, but here the 

number of mutations between the two alleles was too important: there were between 62 and 

88 SNPs between the two CT2 alleles of the recombinants (between 18.6 and 26.4% 

divergence). The probability for one allele to have accumulated the same mutations is close to 

zero. This hypothesis can therefore safely be excluded. 

An observation that made us think of gene exchanges is the fact that all recombinants and 

incongruents individuals originated from samples harvested on the same tree (an apple tree in 

the Parc du Domaine d 'Haugimont). 

The first types of gene exchange mechanisms discussed in the introduction were based on 

meiosis. One critical requirement for meiosis to occur is homology between the chromosomes 

(or at least homology between the telomeric regions for Oenothera-like meiosis). Even though 

the sequences of the telomeric regions are not yet known in any bdelloid species, it is 
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Figure 52: A 'transformation-like' mechanism and gene conversion explain the presence of 
recombinants and incongruents individuals 

A. DNA fragment (blue) from a bdelloid of a different species can be integrated by homologous 
recombination (HR), replacing the endogenous allele (orange on grey chromosomes). This would appear in 

the haploweb as a recombinant. After a subsequent gene conversion, no endogenous allele remains. This 
would appear in the conspecificity matrix as an incongruent individual. B. Integration by NHEJ could 

explain the supemumerary CT2 alleles observed in some cases. 



extremely unlikely that they allow the pairing of chromosomes originating from different 

families which diverged millions ofyears ago (- 58My for the Adinetidae and the 
Philodinidae split (Tang et al. 2014)). We therefore hypothesize that meiosis-based exchanges 

in bdelloids remains unlikely between individuals of different families. 

Parasexuality could be envisioned as a mechanism of gene exchange in bdelloids. Indeed, it 

does not require homologous chromosome pairing and therefore can accommodate bdelloids' 

mosaic genome. Moreover, parasexuality could happen between individuals of different 
families. During the parasexual cycle, right after mating, the entire genomes of the two 
parents are present in the mating zygote (ploidy twice as high as the ploidy of the two 
parents). Unequal mitotic divisions will progressively reduce the ploidy, until ' normal ' ploidy 
is reached. As it takes place over several divisions, cells with intermediate ploidy are present. 

It could explain in our study the observation of 3+ copies of the CT2 marker for the 
individuals 32A6/32B6 but also the absence of 3+ alleles when we re-amplified the CT2 

marker from other individuals of the 32A6/32B6 clonal colonies (data not shown): these 

individuals could be more advanced in ploidy reduction. The problem with the interfamily 

parasexuality hypothesis is that, even though homologous chromosomes pairing is not 
required during the reproductive cycle, general cell functions likely require the presence of 

genes in a certain number of copies . Given the fact that chromosomes number vary between 

bdelloid species (10 for Macrotrachela quadricornifera, 12 for Adineta vaga, 13 for 
Philodina roseola (Mark Welch and Meselson 1998)), it is hard to envision a viable hybrid 
between individuals of two different families with all the genes not only present but also in a 
correct copy number, even when accounting for a hypothetical ' optional ' chromosome 13

. In 

addition, parasexuality has only been observed in fungi and unicellular organisms and, in 
more complex forms of life, would involve the fusion of cells (two oocytes in the case of 
bdelloid rotifers). I will discuss parasexuality again letter, but it is important to keep in mind 

that, all things considered, parasexuality seems very unlikely to happen in multicellular 

orgamsms. 

Nevertheless, to prove that parasexuality is present in bdelloids, direct evidence would be 

required such as the observation of specific characteristics of the parasexual cycle: mating, 
individuals with all their cells with a high number of chromosomes (more than the normal 

number of chromosomes for the species studied), etc. If parasexuality bas never been 
observed, it is possible that the conditions were never met in the laboratory. For instance, in 
Candida albicans, parasexuality requires the presence of two different types (a and a , 
determined by the presence of MTL genes). In clona! cultures ofbdelloid rotifers, 

parasexuality could not take place as all individuals are genetically identical. 

The other main type of gene exchange mechanisms discussed in the introduction were HGTs. 

Unlike meiosis-based exchanges or parasexuality, the family boundary appears not to be an 

insurmountable obstacle as genetic proximity between the donor and the recipient organism is 

not a necessity. HGT is a plausible explanation for allele-sharing observations between 

13 Such as the X-chromosome in organisms in which sex is determined by the presence ofthis chromosome (X0 

sex-determination system), e.g. C. elegans (Chisholm and Jin 2001). 
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bdelloids as massive amounts of genes of non-metazoan origin were detected in all genome

wide studies ofbdelloid rotifers (Boschetti et al. 2012; Flot et al. 2013; Hespeels et al. 2014b; 

Eyres et al. 2015). If it is possible for bdelloids to integrate plant or bacterial genes (Hespeels 
et al. 2015), it is reasonable to think that integration of other bdelloid genes is possible too. 
The complexity of the HOT hypothesis is that no mechanism of metazoan-to-metazoan HOT 
has been described and, when compared to prokaryotes, HGTs is eukaryotes appears more 
complicated: the transferred DNA has to reach the germ cells which are contained in specific 

organs (gonads) and once inside the cells, it has to pass the nuclear membrane and be 

integrated into the chromosomes. 

Due to their nature, most HOT mechanisms appear to be restricted to prokaryotes, such as 

conjugation or transduction. No equivalent of conjugative pilus or transducing viroses have 

been found in eukaryotes. However, the third mechanism ofHGT described in prokaryotes, 

transformation, might have an analog in bdelloids. A mechanism can be inferred from our 
knowledge of bdelloid rotifers, although it remains speculative at this point. First, we know 
that during desiccation, bdelloids ' genome is broken into fragments (between 225 and 2200 
kb after seven days of desiccation (Hespeels et al. 2014a)) that are reassembled after 
rehydration. Second, we know that bdelloids' epithelium is covered by pores (Marotta et al. 

2010) (Figure 51) and that desiccation may lead to membrane damage (Boschetti et al. 2012). 
The hypothesis is that during desiccation, DNA fragments from bdelloid rotifers are liberated 

in the environment, enter other individuals through pores ( or through the digestive system), 

pass through damaged membranes before being integrated into the reassembled genome 

during DNA DSB repair upon rehydration (Gladyshev and Arkhipova 2010; Hespeels et al. 
2014b). Foreign DNA could either be integrated by HR (for example for bdelloid genes that 
have a certain homology with the genome) or by NHEJ (for example for alien genes that have 
no homology with the genome). 

The recombinants observed, where one allele is endogenous and the other originates from 

another family, could be explained by HR. Gene conversion could then copy the foreign allele 
over the endogenous one, explaining the incongruents. The recombinants would thus 
represent an intermediate state, after integration by HR and before gene conversion (Figure 
52.A). One caveat with this hypothesis is that the foreign and the endogenous alleles should 

be similar enough for HR and gene conversion to occur. In other words, is ~ 18-26% of 
genetic distance between alleles (what was observed for the recombinants here) too much for 

HR and gene conversion? No data for bdelloids exist on this subject, but in Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae a minimum of 30pb ofhomology at each end of a DNA fragment is necessary (Hua 

et al. 1997). As potentially transferred DNA molecule are probably longer than the ~400pb of 
our markers, it might be possible that the regions upstream and downstream of our marker are 
more conserved, allowing HR. Beside HR, genes from other bdelloids could be integrated by 

NHEJ, which could explain the presence of more than two CT2 alleles for 32A6/32B6 

(Figure 52.B). 

To summarize, a 'transformation-like' mechanism is the most plausible explanation for 

interfamily allele sharing although it remains still speculative at this point. Sequencing the 

regions upstream and downstream of the transferred marker might indicate the mode of 
integration in the different cases (NHEJ or HR). 
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Figure 53: Trios in the HisB haploweb were not repeated in the CT2 haploweb. 

A. If trios were to be explained with sexual reproduction and Oenothera-like meiosis, the same pattern 
would be repeated in the haplowebs of other nuclear markers. B. It is not what we observed: trios in the HisB 

haploweb did not correspond to trios in the CT2 haploweb (here, the trio n°1 is represented). Instead, the 
CT2 alleles of the individuals involved in the HisB trio were not directly connected, indicating that allele 

sharing of HisB alleles is not due to sexual reproduction. 



Beside convergent evolution and gene transfers, other explanations for our observations could 
be experimental issues. First, a mislabeling could result in incongruences: for example, if a 
PCR tube containing the gDNA of the individual 16D1 was labeled as containing the gDNA 
of the individual 2A6 (Table 9). Second, a contamination of the gDNA of the individuals 
32A6/32B6 by the gDNA of the individual 39-1A2 during the CT2 PCR could explain the 
presence of supemumerary alleles. But even if one or several cases of allele sharing between 
families were to be explained by experimental issues, it is unlikely for all of them. As the 
same patterns ofrecombination were observed for 32A6 and 32B6, the probability ofhaving 
the same contamination for the two individuals is highly unlikely. Moreover, we developed 
and used specific primers for the 2A5 CT2 alleles on other individuals of the 2A5 clonal 

culture and observed the presence of the same alleles as for the first amplification ( data not 
shown). Except for 2A5, we cannot be sure that the phasing was correct for the three other 
recombinants (32A2 and 32A6/32B6). If the allele sequence reconstructions were incorrect, it 
would mean that they do not share alleles with the individuals we thought they did. To ensure 
that the signatures of allele sharing we observed were not caused by experimental issues, all 
the wet lab steps need to be reproduced: gDNA extraction on another clone, new PCR and 
sequencing. The PCR products should then be cloned and sequenced again, to ensure that the 
phasing was correct. 

5 .1.2. Interspecific allele sharing: HGTs and parasexuality 
Beside interfamily allele sharing, interspecific allele sharing signatures were detected between 

different Adinetidae (morpho )species during the second genotyping effort. 

As for the first population genetic study, we observed individuals with highly divergent CT2 
alleles. But here, neither of their two alleles was shared with other individuals: this is why 
these nine individuals were called 'orphan recombinants'. Jndeed, we cannot be certain that 
what we observed is not due to a simple accumulation of mutations (the Meselson effect), 

despite the fact that the divergence between alleles was approximately ten times higher than 
average. A way to be sure that these are actual recombinants would be to genotype more 
individuals and find those with whom they share an allele. We could also perform a 
phylogenetic analysis with the CT2 sequences (as we did with the COI sequences): the 
species delimitation would determine if the alleles found in the orphan recombinants should 
belong to individuals of different species or not. However, as some of these individuals 
harbored at least three alleles, the phasing is likely incorrect ( on positions with triple 
ambiguities, only the two bases with the highest peaks on the chromatogram were 
considered). If the PCR products were cloned, we would possibly find alleles already present 
in other individuals. 

The actual interspecific allele sharing signatures consisted of three cases of incongruent 
individuals (41-2B3, 42-2A3 and 42-2D3), who shared both alleles of one nuclear marker 
with individuals of different morphospecies (for 41-2B3 and 42-2A3) or with individuals of 
the same morphospecies but of a different "genetic" species as determined by the GMYC tree 
and the conspecificity matrix (for 42-2D3). 

The mechanism behind interspecific allele sharing might be the same as the one behind 
interfamily allele sharing: in both cases, convergent evolution is unlikely (~20% of 
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Figure 54: A hypothetic parasexuality mechanism could explain the interspecific allele sharing 
patterns 

We assume that each allele ofHisB (purple) and CT2 (yellow) are on a separate chromosome (grey). The 
result of the first mating (top left) is an individual with a copy of both parents' genome (as bdelloids' 

genome is considered haploid on the chromosome level, mating produce a diploid individual). Normal ploidy 
is recovered after random chromosome loss, i.e. the loss of one chromosome in each pair (top right) . A 

second mating with an unrelated individual (bottom left) followed by a second random chromosome loss can 
produce the individual on the bottom right. If the two original 'parents' and the 'Offspring 2' (in gold) were 

genotyped, it would produce, on the haplowebs, the exact patterns we observed on the Figure 53.B. 



divergence), indicating that we do observe gene exchange. In both cases, HGT could explain 
our observations, and in both cases, it is hard to imagine how meiosis-based genetic 
exchanges would have taken place given that the morphospecies are in principle separated by 

important genetic gaps, albeit smaller than between two morphospecies of different families. 

However, that gap should be smaller between two cryptic species within the same 
morphospecies, such as for individual 42-2D3. Even if for monogonont rotifers sexual 
reproduction is limited to closely related individuals (Suatoni et al. 2006), it is not necessarily 
the case for bdelloid rotifers. Another explanation is that the data used to build the 
conspecificity matrix were insufficient. Indeed, only three markers were used in our study, 
and for the two nuclear markers the sequences could only be obtained for a fraction of the 
individuals. lt might be possible that, had we used more markers, the two cryptic species of 
42-2D3 would have formed only one. In that case, it would explain why 42-2D3 was the only 

incongruent individual which was heterozygous for the marker belonging to a different 
spec1es. 

The smaller genetic distance might also increase the likelihood of parasexuality, as the 
different Adineta morphospecies might have the same number of chromosomes and the same 
general chromosome structure. However, such information is unknown for A. barbata and A. 
steineri. lt would thus be interesting to do a karyotype for these two morphospecies and for 
the three incongruent individuals. But again, as stated above, parasexuality is unlikely in 
multicellular organisms and we never detected individuals with many distinct ploidy levels. 

As for the cases of interfamily allele-sharing, experimental issues such as contamination and 
sample mislabeling cannot be excluded and thus our results need verification. 

5 .1.3. Intraspecific allele sharing: sexual reproduction still not probable 
Like in Debortoli et al. 2016, intraspecific allele sharing was observed in the form of trios. 
They seem to be quite frequent, as two were observed here, and three in Debortoli et al. 2016. 
For the 52 individuals for which the HisB sequences were obtained, 16 were involved in a trio 
(30,8%). 

Previously, we rejected convergent evolution as an explanation for the recombinants . 
However, this is much more probable here as there are much fewer mutations between alleles 
(between one and eight). For instance, in the trio n°2 (Figure 49.b), the alleles 15 and 16 
differ by only one mutation (A/G), and the combination of these two alleles was only found in 
one individual (42-2C2). We could thus hypothesize that its ancestor was homozygous and 
harbored two alleles 15, before a random mutation on one allele made it identical to the allele 
16. The other trio is much more 'robust' (Figure 49.a), as there were at least three mutations 
between each pair of alleles. In that case, convergent evolution is less likely. 

If trios cannot be explained with convergent asexual evolution, the alternative explanation is 
gene exchanges. 

Taken individually, trios can be explained with sexual reproduction and Oenothera-Iike 
meiosis (Figure 53.A). However, the same pattern should have to been found on haplowebs 
of other nuclear markers, and this was not observed (Figure 53.B). For the other nuclear 
marker (CT2), the alleles of the individuals involved in a trio for the HisB marker did not 
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form a trio. In fact, the individuals did not share alleles at a11, suggesting a lack of sexual 
reproduction. 

However, this pattern could be explained by parasexuality. We begin with two haploid 

individuals (bdelloids' genome is haploid at the chromosome level) and we assume that both 

alleles of each marker are located on different chromosomes (Figure 54). They share one 

HisB allele (allele 8) but do not share any CT2 allele. The resulting mating zygote is diploid; 

it harbors the entire genomes ofboth progenitors. By a series ofunequal divisions, original 

ploidy is restored. As a result of this unequal division, the offspring 1 could harbor the alleles 

4 and 11 for HisB, thereby resulting in a cycle if the two parental lines and the offspring 1 

were genotyped. However, the CT2 alleles would still corne from the parental lines, unlike 

what was observed. But if offspring 1 would mate with an unrelated individual, it could result 

in an individual which bas none of the CT2 a11eles of the two parental lines. If the two 

parental lines and the offspring 2 were genotyped, we would observe the same patterns of 

allele sharing we did in our haplowebs: a trio of three alleles for HisB, six distinct alleles for 

CT2. 

As for the interfamily and interspecific exchanges, HGT could also explain the trios . Even if 

parasexuality is also a plausible explanation, HGT has already been observed for non

metazoan genes in bdelloid rotifers. 

As before, contaminations could also be accountable for the patterns we observed. The link 

between the alleles 15 and 16 of the trio n°2 (Figure 49.B) is particularly fragile as only a 
single individual harbors the two a11eles. However, the risk is sma11er for the trio n° 1 as at 

least two individuals harbors each pair of alleles: the same contamination would have had to 

occur twice, which is unlikely. For the trio n°1, the two individuals harboring the alleles 8 and 

11 presented three alleles; the phasing thus presents a risk of errors. A different problem could 

also have arisen here. In the trio n° 1, all differing positions between the alleles 4 and 11 are 

deletions. For all the individuals involved in a trio, PCR, extraction and sequencing should be 

reproduced to put aside the contaminations, and the PCR products should be cloned to verify 
if the phasing was correct. 

Compared to Signorovitch et al. (2015), none of the intraspecific allele sharing patterns we 

observed were consistent with sexual reproduction: no 'Meselson patterns' were detected. But 
as absence of evidence is not evidence of absence, it is possible that we missed them and that 

the genotyping of more individuals would have shown Meselson patterns, however we 

genotyped more individuals than the 29 in Signorovitch et al. (2015). 

Another possibility is that the markers used were not adequate. Indeed, out of the three 

markers used in Signorovitch et al. (2015) (HisA, HisB, HspA, HspB), only one was used in 

the second population study we performed. The chromosomal localization of the other nuclear 

marker, CT2, is unknown. Due to the rearranged nature of bdelloids' genome, the two alleles 

could be found in the same chromosome. In that case, it woulad make the detection of 

Meselson patterns impossible as the two CT2 a11eles would be transmitted together. A 

solution would be to redo the development of primers for the markers HisA, HspA, and HspB 

from the ground up. 
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5 .2. Limitations and perspectives 
One limitation of our study is that out methods did not allow us to determine the frequency of 
exchanges. That information is important, as it could tell us if gene exchanges between 
bdelloids can be sufficient to compensate for the lack of conventional sexual reproduction and 
provide some of the advantages related to sex, such as the avoidance of genetic hitchhiking or 
the generation of diversity. We could not be quantitative because: 
1. The number of individuals isolated was not the same for each family and species. 
2. Sorne species could not be cultured as easily as others. For example, Philodinidae were 

notas easily cultivable as Adinetidae. For a subsequent study, methods of culture could be 
adapted for each family. 

3. The success rate of the amplification and sequencing was not equal for each family or 
species. For instance, in the second study, the CT2 marker could be amplified for nearly 
every A. barbata, but for less than half the A. vaga individuals of the species n°3. This 
could be solved by developing more 'universal ' primers. 

A problem we faced for the interpretation of our results was the lack ofknowledge regarding 
the chromosomal localization and the number of copies of the markers used. The reason is 
that, since the genome atour disposa! (the published genome of Adineta vaga (Flot et al. 
2013)) is still a draft, genes localized on different contigs could still be part of the same 
chromosomes. Two copies of a gene could also have 'collapsed ' into a single gene in the 
genome assembly. One solution would be to improve the genome assembly to obtain the full 
chromosome sequences; this work is currently being carried out. Another solution would be to 
do fluorescence in situ hybridizations (FISH), allowing us the determine the chromosomal 
localization of our markers as well as their copy number. This would be particularly 
interesting to do for the individuals for which more than two copies of a marker were 
detected. 

If verifications confirm the signatures of allele sharing, subsequent experiments and analyses 
could be done to further characterize the nature of the DNA transfer mechanisms. Because if 
our experimental design allowed us to detect gene transfer signatures, the markers used were 
too short to settle the discussion regarding the mechanism(s) involved. Sequencing the regions 
upstream and downstream of the exchanged markers is maybe the first thing to do, like it was 
done in Debortoli et al. (2016). This would allow us to determine the size of the exchanged 
fragments. Ifthey are short (< l0kb, as in Debortoli et al. (2016)), an explanation involving 
HGTs would be preferred. But if it extends over long regions ( of the same order of magnitude 
as an entire chromosome for instance), other mechanisms would have to be considered. 
However, the end goal is to sequence the whole genome of the individuals of interest, i.e. not 
only the individuals presenting signatures of allele sharing but also the potential ' donor' of 
genes. This would allow us to have a genome-wide view of the patterns of exchange, for 
example if the exchanges involve whole chromosomes. 

If further study of the individuals presenting gene exchange signatures could bring further 
insights regarding the mechanisms of transfer, inducing gene exchange in controlled 
conditions would bring definitive evidence. Gene exchange could be tracked by labelling the 
DNA of individuals with fluorescent tags and co-culture them with non-tagged individuals of 
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a different species for instance. The methods necessary for this experiment are currently being 

developed. 

5.3. Conclusion 
The objective of this mas ter thesis was to detect signatures of gene ex changes between 

bdelloid rotifers, with the end goal of sequencing the whole genome of the individuals 

presenting such signatures. 

This objective has been met as different patterns of allele sharing were discovered: between 

individuals of different species within the same family and between individuals of the same 

species, and between individuals of different farnilies. These patterns suggest that gene 

exchanges appear to take place regardless of the genetic distance between individuals. 

However, verifications necessary to ensure that our results have biological explanations and 

are not artifacts could not be done during this master thesis. 

If gene exchange in bdelloid rotifers is confirmed by genome-wide analyses, it could bring an 

end to the 'scandai' that constitutes their asexuality. 
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